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                     Abstract 

  Observational results of the ground deformations obtained by means 

of  tiltmeters and  extensometers at two stations in  Wakayama City in 

Kinki District, Japan, are presented  and  discussed with particular 

emphasis on the relation to meteorological and oceanic phenomena. The 

ground at the Oura station inclines gradually to the north-westward and 

a similar tendency is also discernible at the Akibasan station. It is 

shown that the annual changes observed are due to the thermal deformation 

of the ground by the temperature change on the ground surface and that their 

wave  lengths and mode are nearly equal to those of the daily changes, 

depending mainly on the local topography near the stations. Drift, that 

might be caused by initial disturbances on the instruments and their 

surroundings, lasted for several years on a record at Akibasan, which 

suggests that every discretion is  required as to the interpretation of 

secular changes from conventional tiltmetric or extensometric results. 

From a concurrent observation by two pairs of  tiltmeters of the horizontal 

pendulum type, it is ascertained that  tiltmeters of this type may be  used 

for observations of secular tilting motions with certain qualifications, 

The diurnal  and  semidiurnal changes observed by each pair of the two 

 tiltmeters are affected by the atmospheric pressure and air temperature, 

 and each behaves in a different manner, from which it is concluded that 

these effects have very local characteristics detectable even when the 

tiltmeters are placed so close to each  other. This should be given due 

consideration in an observation of minute ground deformations and in 

the evaluation of tidal constituents, especially in that of the S2  con-

stituent. An estimation  of the effect of the  atmospheric pressure  gradient 

on the  croundtilt  isattemptedasto  the  atmospheric  tidal  waves,  the  obtained 

value being about 7" per  lmb/k,71, but the direction of the  ground tilt is oppose 

to that of the loading influence due to the  barometric pressure. From 
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the spectral structures of the tiltgram  at Akibasan it  is shown that  thee 

 change in the periodic range from 1 to  33 days in the  ground tilt at the 

station is scarcely influenced by the  changes of the air temperature, 

 atmospheric pressure, its time derivative  end  loading of the water in the 

neighboring sea. It is  also shown that the effect of precipitation is, 

on the contrary,  very remarkable and that the ground tilt caused by an 

impulsive precipitation is tentatively represented by  sot 

 with equal values of  p for the  2-;i and N-S components of  the ground 

tilt. Corrected spectra for the disturbances are given, which suggest 

predominance of several oscillatory tilting motions. Comparisons of the 

spectral structures of the  tiltmetric  and  extensometric records with those 

of the  biro  crams show that the amplitude ratio of the ground tilt or 

strain to the pressure increases  and the phase difference between  them 

also varies slightly with the  freeuency-  This  frequency dependence  of 

 t spectral ratios can be apparently expressed as the sum of the two 

parts proportional directly to the change of the pressure  end proportional 

to the time derivative of the pressure change, respectively. A tentative 

method for elimination of the disturbances due to the oceanic and  meteoro-

logical changes from the  tiltgrams  is  introduced. Digital filterings 

of the  tiltgrems by  several  types of  filters are also attempted to detect 

 rnall  anomalous  c-round  tilts.  There  can be seen  in these  results that 

 peceiIr  ereund  o.7  -r:r7r1.itae  of or  ,--1a11,2, 

existed at the  two  stations  shortly before  and  Ttter  the  tree local 

 eartheuekes  occurred on Nov. 14,  lje;0, in this  district .  Although 

these  ehenomena  -nay  be  reltte7 _  to  the  ocurli-J:noe  of  these  eertheuekes , 

further  investietione  ere  eeded to verify the  relation  between  them . 
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 Introduction 

     It is  P. well known  fact that  characteristic  ground deformatione 

 are often  found  after  the  occurrence  of  destrretive  earthquakes near 

their  epicentral  regions. In  Japan, since  avoietic  sqrveys  such  as 

 levelling  0r .  tranrletion  were  carried  out  shortly  after  the  csreat 

 Nh  rthruake  in  lnql, much work  has been  lone  ir order  to  investieate , 

 the  relation  between  certh-uave  occurrences  and  ground  deformations. 

Particularly, recent observational  results on the  Niigata earthquake  an-Jiiite  164 

1964 and the  Mat  sitshiro earthquake Swarm  Which  began in  August 1965  are 

 'rorthv  of  orecial  mention  by  -Tirt-Ye  that  a  characteristic  cruatal  move 

,flort  before  and after the  earthrrake has been  revealed by  retetitior of 

 level  snrvevinro  at the  erinentral region in  +),P  case of  -010  Niisreta 

 7artbruni-e  and  +hat  the  crrstal  tilts  prd  trains  observed  by  levellinm 

 orrvevo  ,r71  l4-r'..n,+"1  1,rer  -elated  to  the  sel'tmteitY 

 of  the  oworm  r-rd  4,-+o-nretedto  eln0idete  +be  meeheni.sK of  earthquakes 
                                                    2) 

 it  the  oaoe of  the  ','otouchiro  Porthoreke  gwarm.  lecider. the  elcsticity 

 theorrr  of  disloo-+irro  bP9  /10^Y)  gnrlieJi  to  the  ern:H.-is  the 

 mon+,7,  qi—r,;11r,  n"ri  otresscr  n''ROP.iP+A(3  with  f11+ aryl  much  work  has 

 3) h
peqi dnnP +0 MPV14 Ple'r 4"."' 'r*Nr,n1 me0hp.ri-m  Tn 

 4-iltm0+0-e  nf  -,r(1111nm  -t-ne  end  liPPr 

 ,r+rr,irrieter-  wore  v4  cod  -nd  omn10-0d  PI  etatior  irstruments  in  stIldv 

 of  efIrth.,.+4rier  nrtp,  r+or-.  Tr  1CA V  r^-,r3  Yjohirriria 

 rintpn+ed  rerrl;r,  +j-°Y  mr—,r1  thpt  anne-red  about 

six  ite),,  hpfr),-;  r)c•f!yrr,-e^irP  of the Tottori  rm+.  Timnn  11,-.4nrr 

 +iltmeterr  of  thir.  +-re.  mhercafter  rimilor  rheromena  h,ve  hoer  freouertl .Y 

 k) 
 obr0r,red  01,nno-0,11”.  nor/looted e0-th-n0kes, Pnd  vorth 

 of  ro-f-m  is  tho  f0rt  +'-st  -00  goore4-io  m0e-urem-et  •ko  0ritr+01  movemonts 

by  tr-nrrol0ti,--  r1  lovollirrTFrd  0'rt-;nnon0 nherrvnt4on  of  thPm 

 47iitmoters  ord  e-tencometerr  Pt  FlomP  fed  ototore  "*;  0orre of  the 

 rromining  r,rg,rs to  elucidpte  the  moollni0m  of  eert'10"-ko  (100,Irrerr.AQ  pyld



further to  pnedict  tbeir  oocurrences. 

 Cosiinuo*s  Oservatioas of  the  crustal  deformations  by  tiltmelers 

 and  ertenporneternais  generally  carried out in  deep  tunnels  to  avoid' 

effect  due to  meteorological  disturboreen. However, it  is  not  sales  "010, 

to  carry out  obeervations in  very deeply  situated rooms below  the  surfaO*4t 

 becarse  the rooms  pre deformed by  the  great  rock-pressure  and. the  oba.11,000." 

 tions  of  real  ground  deformations of  tbP  area concerned  Are  disturti)e40 , 

 With  observational  results from many  observing  stations.  K.  Hesoyama 

 onnPluded that  the  depth of  the  observation room  adequate to the  rresent 

 rurrose  is about  100 - 200  m  belolJ  'thy  surface.  However,  such an  ideal: 

room  is not  alwoys  obtoirable  for  such  observations in  certain  reTions, 

 and  moreover. it  iS  thought to be  almost  imroseible  that the  observations 

of  crrstal  deformations are  rerfectiv free from the  meteorelorical  and 

 restricted  distrrborres.  Coneequentiv,  discrimination of  real 

 er7stal  movemerts  from  other  distrrbornes  is  indisnonsable  fr'r  the 

 investirotione  bar  tiltmeters  and  e'densnmeters,  and  many  pRrers  havei)een 

 rrblished  RE to  the relation between  the  ground  deformations  and  reteorr 

 logival  distrrbarees.  TreRtments  about removal of annual  variations of 

 thP  ground  defermotinns  due  to  air  temperature  oharre and  rrecipitetion 
 8)  9) 

hove  been shownbyT. 07,P11;7) M.  Tokoda  awl V. Popov  et al.  and  crustal 

 deformations  duo  +o  the  atmospheric  pressure  hove been  treated by  P. 

 /0)  //) /2) 
 Tomaschek,  'limon et  al.  and  °there. 

 Tr  Woksvomo  llistriot local  ear+horal-es  have  oocurred very  frequently 

 since  ?bout  1020,  ond  the  seismologioal  and  gendet'nal  stud7  hoe been 
 /3)  /4)  4) 

 made by  A.  Troamuro  et  al  -rd  T.  rikumo.  n.t  rresent, routine 

 pbseryations  are  beinr  carried  out  bY  tho  4aknvame  Yicro-

eorth,,ral-e  obeerr.atory  belong4ng  to  the  wart,,121-e  Tre,,earoh  Tnetitute of 

 Univero'ity of  Tokyo. In  1965,the third  co-operative  obeervation of  ultra--

microearthquakes was practiced by the Research  group for Ultra  Microearth-

quakes in this  district  for  the  purpose  of  clarifying  the nature of the 
 /i) 

local earthquakes and seismicity. 
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 Sirce-larre  earthquake .s  rprelv-Occrr  Jr  certain  restrioted  areal 

 'there  the  OrUStR1  defornintions  have been  contiruonely  kept  under,Omermt, 

 vntionn,  it  is  difficult to  oollect  auMciert  dPta  or  orOmplous;trUatal. 

 def-rmaticns.  reirted to  earthquakes,  end  ObservPtions of  these,PhanOmenk 

in  sroh  ar  active  region of  local  esrthqunkes  Rs  14pkavama  Distriat  .w414 

 Five  us  a  srfficiert  Pmount of  data  in  P  relatively  short  period  af 

in  he  case  .  thet  loCnl  enrthsilakes  pre  also  accOmPPnied  by  cerreoron'criyAgN 
                                                                         , . 0 • - 

 FIMPT/  deformations  of  the  rround  near  the  enisPntera. For the  parpPi 

 n±ated  Pbove, observations.  of  the  rour.'  defcrmations by  tiltmetert  and 

 eN7tensometers  have:been  kept  up  at  Oure  Prd  14.j1PsPn  in  Wpksyama  City.': 

 Foy-aver:  'ince  the  both  observation  rooms  -'re  shallowly seated  -'v1  Tiepa-

the  sea,  the  ror defsrmntions  observed pre  considernbYv  affeted. 

net  on1-7  metecrelcfricP1  c',,r-p7es  hut  P190  by  00ePnie  tidea.  AccoreinciT, 

 plimirptior  of  thaw disturbing  fRctors  frem  observed  records  is nsaita(kart 

 t,  cht,4r  cubet,ntiel  lefonmrtionr  wbieh  mietlt  he  related to  the 

 occurreree  of  loop/  earthrfr-ves. 

 Tr  th4s  nrrer we  discus-  mainly  ±'  'eund  deformrtions  obeerve4; 

 P+  -"IP  Ptn+ions  j  by  met,erolopimp1  "0  th' 

 -,i-1101r  or  Pli .,111,1n4-nr  OP  +1'06  (^11q47"4/17t4Nr0  rrP14/4 

 resultant  def-rmPticrs  ir  "fliptior  to  +h-  ef  10^^1  eprthrnakes. 

 Tr  T,  mb9erv,tinrol  pet-!-irmr,  prel  daformro-ko,,s  111,1114tito. 

 Pre .  nrps.ntpri, TT ls nn,,nn-r‘npl  +1,e  deterS1.: 

,"-±ior  of  Poch  disi—rb4rs.  fr,r.tnr  "!5r  -1-1107  rressrnre,  Pir 

 -rd  copp-4,  4*11,  hr.N3!i  nn  113^  encrtrpl  1.14-rue+re  mf  +he 

 Wtrnntl-in  Pxte-,Pnme.4Tr4n  A  rorls,nn  Met#10'"4nal 

 r,rA  nrwo^”ic  +.4f1-1  rj1+0*  of  recors 

 frr  +he  rrrrosp  of  Aotee4ier  of  -^nemr,7ou-  cle-,rm-,4-innr-  are  rrsante

ir  011n,n+Pl" 

 '7  
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Chapter  I. Secular Changes of Ground Tilts and Strains 

1. Observation stations and instruments 

     The  observation of the ground deformation was commenced on Maroh  27, 

                                               ) 1960 at Oura in  Wakayama City. It is shoran byS. Miyamura/that the  foci, 

of local  earthquakes are  distributed mainly from 3 to several  km under 

the  surface near  Wakayama City, where the depth of  the foci is  shallowest 

in this district. The Oura station is on the northern slope of  Mt.Tstk*-'-: 

 tsushi and located at 34011.3.N latitude and  135°09.5 E  longitude.:  The, 

observation room is about  50 m above sea level and 5 m below the  ground 

surface, and the bed rock  is  weathered crystalline schist. The  instruments 

with which the Oura station is equipped are shown in Table 1. 

       The Akibasan station was set up at the western foot of a small  hill 

called Akibasan on July  14,  160, being about 1 km distant from  Oural 

in order to  comrlete and  verify the results observed  at Oura, and the 

observation was continued until April 2,  165. The location was 34°11.5 N 

latitude and 135°10.4 E  longitude, and the depth of the room was about 

10 m. The bed rock was also crystalline schist. As will be discussed 

later, this station was  considered to be  !ore suitable for observation 

of  ground  deformations than  Oura, probably because of its  deeper situation. 

Table 2 shows the  instruments used at  Akibasan. Two sets of tiltmeters 

of horizontal  pendulum type were operated in order to examine the instrumental 

error- The  geographical situation of the  stations  nd  configurations of 

instruments are  shown in  2i,7. 1  and 2. Two  extencometers with double 

 a) 
bow—string optical  marmifiers devised by  H.  Benioff have been  used at 

 both  stations. 5  m  suner—invar rods of 1 cm  dimeter were used as the 

 length  standard. Thermometers  and  barographs of the bimetal and 

 resTectively, their  deflections  have been  recorded 

optically on  photograPhic -,7,persto7thc-,r  yith those of  tiltmeters and 

 extensometers. 

2.  ,ocular ground  tilts  rivl strains 

 0 



      Because the  tiltmeters  and  extensometers were operated  under  high 

 sensitivity in  ordet  to detect  email  deformations of the ground,  obser-,, 

vetions were  sometimes interrupted by heavy precipitations, which  oauSed 

large  deformations Of the rooms because of their  ehallowness*  Aocordinglr 

we shall  discuss only the annual changes  and general  tendencies  of  the 

secular deformations in the  following so far as circumstances  permit. 

(a) Case of Oura 

 Ground tilts,  ctrains  tied room  temperature observed  at  tkelhara 

 station are shown in  Fig. 3. The symbols Ao  and Bo mean the  T-W  an&  Iff...s0 

 comeonents of  the ground  tilt and Eeo  and  4no  the E-W and N-S components  te 

of  the  strein, respectively. The room  temperature is represented  byTOtet 

   Upward traces of Ao  and Bo correspond to  the  east-  end  southWard 
                                                                                                               ee,e 

inclinations of the  rfround, and those of  eo  and Eno correspond to  the 

 extension. Large annual changes are apparent in the  N-S  componentleflilt, 

 and both  comp  onente of strain, the double amplitudes of  which are  estimated 
 -6 

to be about 6"  and  5  X10 ,  respectively.  While, the  annual  change  is 

obscure on the  E-4  componene  tilt. Short-period fluctuations that  appeared 

in both the  tiltmetric and  extencometric records are mainly  due to  heavy 

 precieitttions. As to the ground tilts, the secular  changes are  compares-_ 

tively small  central-, to the  large annual  changes, and this agrees with 't 

 7) 
the  eenerel• tendency  pointed out  b  Tono7rma  that annual  changes  and  e 

meteorological influences are large  and  secular changes small in shallow 

 observations rooms,  while  tyre former  is  small and the latter large in 

deep rooms. The room temperature  snows a  reguler  annual change,  the 

amplitude ofwhichareestimatedto beabout  1C and the maximum and 

minimum occur in November  rni  June,  respectively. The mean room tempera, 

ture is  about 15°C and monthly moan  of the  air  temperature passes over 

 this value  ae the end of October  an from to  ',lay in this district. 

Therefore, it can be  said  th;:.t  the maximum  minimum  values of the 

room  temperature  appear about one month  after tho outdoor temperature 
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has  passed over the room  temperature. Since the phase of the large 

 annual  change on the N-S  component tilt coincides fairly well with  thht 

of the room  temperature  chrn7e, the annual change of this component  tilt , 

is concluded to be caused by the thermal  deformation due to the  room: 

 temperature change.  Meanwhile, on the  T]'-`J component  strain the  maximum 

and minimum  extension seem to appear at February  and August 

respectively,  the mode  of which agrees with that of the air  temperaturel , 

 end the  N-S component  strnin shows a phase lag of about three months 

compared  with  the  13-W component.  Accordingly, it may be  concluded that, 

these annual changes of the  strains  are not directly due to the thermal 

 deformation by the room  temperature  but due to the annual  chrnge of the 

 air  temperature  and  generated by  thermal effect near the  groUnd  surface. 

At Oura,  fluctutions of the room  temperature of  the period of several 

 hours which are supposedly due to  the temperature change of the  under-

ground water are sometimes  observed,  when the  tiltmetric  and  extensometric 

records  ere disturbed. In such  cases, the  tiltmetere, show west- and 

 south•crl inclinations  respective17, and both  extensometers  show  contraotions 

 es the  temperetare rises.  This response of the  extensometers to the 

room temperature is opposite to that of the  annual  changes of the room 

temperature, and from this it is also  r.scertained  tnnt the annual change 

of the  strain is independent of the room  temperature. On the contrary, 

the response of the  N-3  component tilt is in accord with that of the 

 annucl  chen7e. These  foots certify the above conclusions to be valid. 

        In Fig. 4, :yearly  vectorial  diograres of the ground tilt  at Oura 

 are shown  incluUng the annual  change. In this  figure, a  slow monotonic 

secular  change of  shout  0.7,^ per  year is  seen to the northwestward direction. 

This  secular change of the ground tilt shows  r7uelitetive agreement  with 
 ID) 

the recent results of the  ,geodetic  survey. made by A. Okada et al. 

(b) Case of  Akibasan 

                               -  10 -



 Observational  results from July  1(e60 to April 1965 are shown  in Fig. 

5. In this  fieure,  the symbols  An  and An',  and.  Be  and  Be'  mean the E-W 

 cnd  N-3 component  tilts, the upward traces of which  oorrespento, 

the  east-  and southward  inclinations, respectively- Similarly, Bea  and 

 Ena mean the E-W  and  N-3  comnononts of the  ground  strain,  and the upward 

traces show the extension. At  Pkibasan, the  two sets of  tiltmeters 

 Ae, Ba, Ac' and  Ba' were installed in  parallel  but  oenosite  directionS , 

 as seen in 2bon one concrete base, the width, length  and height of 

which  are about 50, 150  and 10 cm, respectively. One  pair of  tiltmeterg 

 was  eruipped with oil-dampers to  suppress the free oscillations of  pendu-

lums by  treffic  vibrations from the road near the observation station. 

     Now, in  Pic= 5,  gradual rise of the room temperature continuing for 

 seeeral years is very  characteristic.  It seems to be almost impossible 

that such a long  term rise of the room  temperature  wrs real, and the 

phenomenon  mi,ant be caused  bs  tne drift of the  binetals or strings which 

 suspended the mirror of the thermometer.  Iloeever,  a very similar drift 

to it is  apparently seen on  Ena, the  N-3 component of strain, and  there-

fore it may be rash to conclude  that the phenomenon  is  nothin7 but 

 inetrumentrl drift of the  thermometer-  In  -1;'ebruery  165, the double 

 doors at  the entrance of the  observation room were broken by someone 

 roeelish,  and thereupon the room  temperetnre fell  conciderabey, when the 

 tiltmetere Ac  and  Aa',  and  Be. and  3a'  shoired  apparently east- and  south- 

ward  inclinations respectively, and the both  eneteneometers contractions. 

 however_ the amounts of  inclinations observed by  the  tiltmeters  Aa'  and 

 Da' which were placed on  both corners of  the concrete  base  reached about 

ten times of those  observed  by  Aa  and  .F.a  pincer" on the  central part of 

 the base, and this means  teat  t}ee  inclinetione  observed  at  sadden fall 

of the room  tomperetere might  _eve  e very short  wave  length  end  perhaps 

mainly due to the  deformetion of  tee  conceete base.  Similar tendencies 
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were observed when men  entered.  the room to  change the recording  papers

At any rate, because the  exponential contraction appeared on  Erg, is, , e 

reverse to the  changes on the smell fluctuations of the room  temperstOke 

it cannot be explained simply as the effect due to the rise of the  rocim 

temperature. Hitherto, it  is said that initial drift of the  exponential., 

form supposedly  due to the instrumental and environmental  disturbances  is 

usually seen, which continues about one year or  less  long after the 

commencement of observations. For example, ouch drift is  observable  on 

the Ba  component  of tilt and  Eea component of strain in Fig. 5. Although 

we  cannot drew any definite conclusion about the origin of the  long-terM 

drift in  the.Ena  Component strain and the room temperature in the present 

stage, it  is to be noted  that observational results of the ground tilts 

or strains by  tiltmeters or  extensometers must be interpreted taking 

 the possibility  into the consideration that there may exist long-term 

initial drift continuing for several  years,  especially when we are  con-

corning  ourselves with secular ground deformations. 

       Now we shall discuss briefly the annual  changes appearing  oil the 

 tiltmetric and  extensometric results. 

       The amplitude of the annual change of  the room  temperrture is 

 about  luC or less and its  maximum  and minimum appear in November and May, 

 which  ceineides  fairly well with the tendency at  Our:. The annual changes 

that  appeared  on the  t'WO tiltmeters in the  sane direction are  in good  accord 

with each other. By the  reasons  that the amplitudes of Aa  and  Da are 

nearly  eeuel to those of An'  Thad  Bn'  respectively,  th-t the directions 

of the ground tilts to  the change of the room  temeeretare  are reverse to 

 those in  the  ceee of  short-period  chenees,  and  thet the  phases of the 

tilts  ore thought to agree  ij_th that  of the air  temperature, the annual 

 chenee of the  wound tilt  et rkibaso,.n  ie concluded to  be caused by the 

temperature change  at the ground  surface.  Purtheroore, the  phase of Aa' 

seems to be ahead of  that of An,  and the former  emplitude is slightly 

                                  -12 - 
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 larger-than,the  latter._ This  •tendency is  identical.  with  that for the 

 diurnal changeas to the  Aa' and Aa'components as will be shown  later, 

 and therefore  it is  concluded that both the  annual  and  diurnal changes 

of the  ground  tilt.  are  caused by the air temperature and generated by the 

same mechanism depending on the surface  topography and geological  circum-

stance near the  station and also depending on the shape of the observation 

room. 

 eAs to the ground strain, there can be seen a large annual change 

on the  E-W component in spite of the considerable data lacking, while 

it is not so remarkable on the  IT-3 component. Because the relation 

 between  the'annual changes  end room temperature Is reverse to that regarding 

to the short-period changes, and because the  phase difference of about 

three months is seen between the two perpendicular components  as well  as 

in the case of Oura, the annual change  of the ground strain at  Akibesan 

is considered to be  caused by the  temperature change  et=the ground surface. 

        It  has often been pointed out before now that secular changes 

observed by tiltmeters of the  horieoneel pendulum  type  are  .not generally 

in accord with those observed by water-tube  tiltmeters or those expected 

from the results of level  aurveyings,  and one of the reasons for the 

discrepancy between them is assigned to the shift of zero lines due to 

the instrumental drift of  tiltmeters of the horizontal  pendulum type. 

Comparing the  secular change appeared on the tiltmeter  Aa, with that on 

 Aa' which  was installed in parallel direction to Aa, good resemblance 

between them can be observed on the whole,  althoueh  sli-ht  discrepancy 

is seen in the beginning of  1S63.  elimilarle, the  cienge of  Be is in 

 accord  with that of  Bal except 1963. If there  eeist  instrumental effects 

on secular changes, it  is hardly  nossible  that  ouch  e  good resemblance 

can be obtained by the two  parallel  tiltmeters. Therefore it is deduced 

that the  discrepancies  between  Secular changes observed  by  tiltmeters of the 

horizontal pendulum  type and  those  obierve.0 by  7ter-t,Y:)e  ti  lt.i.•  fors 
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 geodetic  methods  axe  not due to the zero shift of the  instruments1=t 

due to very local  tilting motions supposedly  connected, to the  deformatiOnt• 

of tunnels  theilselv00,likewise in the case of the diurnal  and  annual' 
 21) 

changes. It is also  possible  as pointed out by T.  Hagiwara  that  the 

 diecrepancies  are due to the difference of the  dimensions of the  spSne, 

 across  •hich the  observations of the  ground  inclinations are  measured. , 

 Accordingly it can be  said that  tiltmeters of the horizontal  penduluM 

type record  true-  inclination( of the tripods of the instruments  atleastl 

which  are  attributable  to the  crustal  inclination extending over a wide 

area, its transformed  inclination of the ground  depending on  locaie  con— 

ditions  end  entirely.  local inclination characteristic to the observing 

 pointe. 

        Vectorial  diegrams of the  ground tilt composed from the  tiltmeters 

 AP  and  Bs  et  Akibesen are  shoWn in  Fie. 6.  As seen in the  figure, the 

 annual  change at  ALibascn is far smaller than that at  Oure, and not only 

 the direction  but  the  rate of the secular inclination at  Akibesem  agreese 

 satisfactorily with  'those  rt.Oura. 

        Finally,  monthly  numbers of  local  earth,  cakes  reported on the 

 .;eiemoloeicel Bulletins of the  Japan  Meteorological  ,e-ency  as events 

                                                                                            2 
occurred nearUaka7emaCity are  given in  Fir.  7;iyemura.et al..34 

have  reiorted  that the  eeismicity in this  region tended to  dwindle since 

1963. Vicissitudes of the  seisoicity,  however, seem not to be  remarkable 

on  Lhis  7ieure, and  ee will not  tal:e  ep the  discussion about the relation 

 beteeen  ti-e=  secular  ground  inclinatione  eticmicity of  lectl  0?-rthuakes 

in  Chic  region. 

3.  rJumnoey 

 Some  reoulto from  the  tilteetric  and  ceteneeeetric observations 

at  tho two  stations~ in  .1alet.!ema  City  havc  been  described  and  discuseed 

 ececcilly  regerdinc to  tho anneel  -al  secular  chanaes  in this  cherter. 

 .-re  summarized in  tho  folle—ins'. 

               — —



 1)  Since the two  observation rooms are'not so deep below  the :ground 

surface, annual  changes are  observad'on-both  tiltmeteic  and'extenaoM4trit 

records.  It  ie  deduced  from the  similarity of the mode of tkeeamentl 

 changes with that  of the  diurnal  changes  that they are  mainly  due  to  the 

change of the outdoor  temperature  and that their  mechanism of  appearance 

is  identical  depending  possibly  on the  shapes of the tunnels  and  sui.:400, 

 topogrephy  near  the ,observation rooms. 

2)  Gradual  northwestward tilting of the  rround  c?n  be  seen  at  botbstaiiOn$ 

 ,.which does not seem to  contradict  the result from the  levellingsurvey-- 

in the neighboring region.  Shallowly seated  observation rooms  mr7 be 

 advantageous  for observations of secular  Chenges,  although  annual and 

other  meteorological disturbances  are large, because they ere  eliminated: 

 without difficulty. 

3)  Lone-term drift which was probably caused by initial disturbances  amt 

continued several  years  Atter the  commencement of observations is observable 

on  an  exteneometric  record at  Alcibasen.  This  suggests  that it is  dangerouse 

to presume  that the  initial drift may settle down within one or 

a  helf-yeer as  is now  generally  ecceeted. 

4)  Prom  comparinon of the records by the four  tiltmetors installed on 

one concrete  base, it is concluded that  tiltmeters of the  horizontal  pendu-

lum type record correctly the tilting motions  at the sites without  instru-

mental drift even in  long term  observations,  and they  pre  able to be used 

for  observations of  seeuelr  changes under some  eualificetione, 

• 
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Chapter II.  Spectral  Structures of Tiltmetric and  Extensometrio Records 

 1. Continuous observations of the ground deformations 

 The ground  deformations  observed by  tiltmeters or  exteneometers 

 generally consist of very  complicated factors. They are, for instance, 

 deformations by the earth tides,  metcorolordcal changes such as  rainfal4 

 atmospheric _  pressure and air temperature, insolation,  and underground water, 

 local ground  deformations near observation sites ( including artificial 

 disturbances ),  instrumental errors and substantial  crustal deformations, 

 some of which  might be related  to the occurrence of earthquakes. A  sche— 

 matic representation is proposed in  Fig. 8, showing a view about the 

 ground deformations  and  their observations. 

         The  gravitational attraction from celestial bodies, mainly from the 

 Sun  and Moon, acts on the  Earth  and gives rise to the earth tides, the 

 global deformation of  tne Earth. At the same time,  the attraction might 

 act on some kinds of observing instruments  snch as those of  tiltmeters of 

 the horizontal pendulum type. Moreover, the attraction acting on the 

 earth's  air mass and ocean water generates the atmospheric and oceanic 

 tides  which deform the earth's crust  and change the potential field of 

 gravity. In addition,  instruments of some types may be directly affected 

 by the  air  and water mass. 

         The earth's  crlIst  may be deformed extensively or regionally by 

 the stress  oriintincr from the  earth's interior,  and naturally the ground 

 in the vicinity of the observing instruments  is also  deformed.  However, 

 the mode of the two  deformations are not  always  thous-ht to coincide with 

 eE,ch  otner,  and the  strain  pattern observed at one  aired point by the 

 continuous  observations would not  represent the strain pattern of a 

 large area  ',Ihich might be  related more  directly to the internal stress 

 of the crust. Thus it  m,-'y be  inter-rote  that the  ext,2nsive or regional 

deformations  are  transformed into  some  Different  local.  deformations  5y 

the  surface topography of  tne ground,  c7:3oleT.icl  circumstance near the 
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 observational sites,  and  positioni and shapes of the observing  roomp. 

       Similarly, the  ground.deformations due to the origins of  thelarth 

exterior may not only be  extensive or regional ones but can  also .be  expected 

to be very local. ,In this case, there may  also be some  transformations 

in mode when the  extensive or  regional stress causes the  local  deformations 

at the observational sites. Additionally instruments are  directly .  inflne. 

erced by the external origins such as room temperature,  pressure,  humidity 

and so forth. 

       Characteristic deformations indigenous to each observational  site 

 are usually observed, which are mainly generated by the rock  pressure 

near the underground rooms,  and they become larger as the depth of the 

rooms is greater. 

       Finally, instrumental drift may also be inevitable under highly 

sensitive operation. 

       Thus the  tiltmetric or extensometric records are thought to consist 

of ground deformations and instrumental deflections by the many factors 

mentioned above. However, because it is not ascertained whether these 

factors affect independently on the obtained results and their influences 

are recorded as a simple superposition of them or not, it is an important 

problem to elucidate the interaction between the influences due to each 

factor. 

      Conversely, if we  want to get the extensive or  regional crustal 

deformations caused by the earth's internal  origins from  tiltmetric or 

 extensometric observations, it is necessary to know not only the  trans— 

formation formulae from  the  substantial deformations to the deflections 

of  tiltmeters or  extencometers, but also to know how other deflections 

are caused by the  car'p's external  origins  such as meteorological changes, 

 and pursuit of the inverse  transformetion  and elimination of these 

 obstructive deformations and  deflections are  required. Lccordingly, 

it is  essential to practice the procedure mentioned above  and to direct 
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our  efforts to this purpose. However, we cannot know directly the  streee 

pattern  within the  earth's  crust which causes the crustal  deformations, 

and so characteristics of the  input signals of the substantial  crustal 

deformations can hardly be  obtained; this makes processing of the obtained 

data difficult. 

                                                                                                                                              

. _ 

        As to the investigation of the deformations  due to the  external: 

origins, we cannot help taking  some approximate methods under  simplified 

assumptions in the present stage, since it is difficult to collect 

large quantity of information about the disturbing factors such as  meteeiv— 

logical changes  and oceanic level  and to carry out the  observations.  of 

the crustal deformations of different spatial extents from narrow to 

wide ones. 

       Now, we may analogize the above mentioned relations as  follows.' 

There is a black box, input of which is the substantial crustal  defor-

mations originated from the internal stress of the earth and output is • 

tiltmetric or  extensometric records. If we  want  to  know the  substantial': 

crustal deformations from  the records, it is necessary to  clarify  the 

 nature-of the transformation in the black box. For example, in order 

to investigate its spatial characteristic, concurrent observations such 

as  array observations,  small and large scale measurements by the geodetic 

methods are necessary. For the purpose of identification of the signals 

 corresponding to the substantial deformations, check of the reproducible 

nature of the phenomena by continuous observations, study of the spectral 

structures, use of the instruments with some appropriate frequency 

responses and so forth are also needed according to the viewpoint of time. 

 Because the proper instrumental drift may  also be contained in the output, 

we must use  different kinds of instruments in order to  istinguish them 

from real deformations near the  observation sites.  As to  tne disturbances 

from the  externel origins, we  may obtain the output corresponding to 

the disturbing  deformations from the box or the  instrumental response 

by applying the external factors such as  meteorological  changes as input. 
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In this case, we must  observe the phenomena which are considered to be 

the factors  causing the  ground  deformations  and regarded as the  input.. 

to the black box as far as possible,  and investigate  the relation 

between the input factors  and output records. 

         According to the reasons mentioned above, it is important to 

investigate the ground deformations caused by the external origins of 

the earth. Among them, the  meteorological  inflUences are the largest 

and most important for the analysis. and interpretation of the data.  In 

 tnis chapter, the relations  between,  them  are,diocussed as to the tilt— 

metric data obtained at the two stations in  Wakayama City, mainly based 

on the Fourier spectra of them. 

2. Data 

          The  atmospheric ,  predsure, air temperature  and precipitation  are 

considered as the most  important factors  among the meteorological  dis— 

turbances  on the  tiltmetric  and  extensometric records. In addition, 

since the two stations  are situated at points about 0.7  and 1.5 km from 

the nearest sea coast of  Wakaura  Bay, the  tidal  changes of the ground 

tilts  and strains observed  are large  and chiefly caused by the bending 

action of the loading mass of the near sea  water  upon the ground. 

Accordingly, in the present  study we  assume that the  orii-inal factors 

which disturb the  tiltmetric  and  extensomeiric  records are the  atmospheric 

 pressure, air  temperature, precipitation and oceanic tides. In this 

case,  the  effects  of the  primary earth tides  and  oceanic tides are lumped 

together, because  the.mar:nitude.of the latter is far larger than that of 

the former. The  tiltmetric data  observed  2t  tne two 

stations,  Oura and  idkibasan, have been  used in the  present study, and 

the duration of the analysis is the one year from July  31,  15h00m, 1960 

to July 31,  14h00m, 1961 (UT). The readings  were  made up to 0.1 mm on 

the records  at intervals of  on:  hour.  The tidal record of  inc Fuess 

type tide  gauge observed at the  Wakayama Harbor  Tidal  htation ( 34°13' N, 
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    o 
,135 09' E )  were  Used as the  data of the oceanic water  height.-  The  data 

of  the air  temperatire and precipitation are those observed at  the  Lame.' 

yama Meteorological Observatory (  34°13:6  N,  135°10.0 E ).  The  barogram' 

used in the  preseni study is that observed by  an aneroid  type  barometer 

at  Akibaean. The duration and reading intervals  of  the tidal  records, 
                                                                                                            ee 

thermogram and barogram are of  course the  same as those  of the  tiltmettic 

record, namely from July 31,  15h00m,  1S";60 to July 31,  14h00m, 1961 ( UT ), 

and every  hourl'respectively.  in the present study we have  provisionally 

adopted the intensity of precipitation, mm per one hour, to represent  ita 

pattern, which is  considered as the time derivative of the  precipitatiOn. 

It is to be noted  thet since the  distances from  Akibesan and Oura  to the 

 Wakayama  Meteorological Observatory are about 3 and 4 km respectively, 

the air temperature and precipitation observed there would not be,  strictly 

speaking,  equal to those  et  Akibasan and  Oura. However, we have not 

carried out  meteorological observations at  these stations and  could  not 

use these data, although it is desirable to use data observed at the 

same place where observations  6r  the ground deformations are carried  out. 

        The  tiltmetric observations have been  sometimes  interrupted by 

heavy  precipitations, failure of the electric power supply and instrumental 

troubles. The monthly numbers of days,  for which the data are lacking, 

are given in Table 3 for  each tilting component. Interpolating  methods 

 for missing data  have been devised for processing the gravimetric  records, 
 2.3)  24) 

for example, by I.  M.  Longman and R. Lecolazet. In the case of gravimetric 

records, the instrumental drift is  generally linear or of  oemple form, 

 and the missing curves can be interpolated through comparatively easy 

procedures. However, estimation of the  lack of data is very difficult 

to make when the drift is large  and cannot be  expressed by any simple 

functions. As to  tiltmetric  and extensometric records, meteorological 

disturbances  are generally observed on them  when  the  observation room 

is shallowly seated like the cases at  Akibecon  and  Oure,  and the drift 
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 are  mainly.  due  to'thtee  disturbances. Accordingly, it is  necessary  for 

ideal  estimations  of the missing  date,  'to know the response of  the -ground 

to  the meteorological disturbances.  This forms a  vicious circle  in the 

present case,  and at the first step we have interpolated the short 

periods  without data under the assumption that the drift was  Linear 

the tidal oscillations proportional to those of the sea level  at ,Wakayama 

 Harbor were superimposed on the linear drift to the first  approximation 

in the  present study. 

3. Fourier spectra 

        Let f(t) be an arbitrary time function, and  then its Fourier 

 transform  P(co) is given by 
                            c'd                             itu        Ft(4)) = fice-..a 64.o—c b(W)  7 (1), 

 where 

     cl(w.).00ftt),COSrot,o(t C2e 

 600 =  4.(4)  sift  cot dt  (a) 

On the  other  hand,  when the  amplitude and  phaze spectra,  F(W) and  O(a)), 

are  given, then f(t) is expressed by the  formula, 

      4(±1 = •C4"Few edo)                 27r _or 

 j F(1401C.,0,C  Cwt  1--  (to)  oico 
The amplitude and phase spectra,  IF(1)land  0(0), should be obtained by 

 

I  F(4).)  ti(004)).32-  +  (1)(cf.)  ) 

 4)00  taX-1  b(40/  a  (to"  ) 

Because the duration of records to be  analysed'is not infinite, the 

 practically obtained spectrum is not  equal exactly to  F(44), but the 

Fourier transform of  a. truncated function f(t) which is zero outside the 
                                                               9°'  eLieeT(co-t)  ek) 

finite interval TAW j  , is defined by the convolution  ReA-7V/4)--e)  - 
 -04 

However, when  the  duration of the  observation, 2T, is long enough for the 

 annular frequency considered, namely  ce-r>, , the  convolution may well 

be approximated as  F()).  Numerical integrations to obtain  a(W) and  b(0:0) 

in the present  study were performed  following the  trapezoidal rule, 
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frequency  window has been applied  to-get the amplitude and phase  spectra,, 

 because it is one of the  preSent purposes to determine the absolute 

amplitudes for specific  frequencies. It is to be remarked that  F(c&)) was 

 multiplied by the coefficients inversely proportional to the period ,  1/Te 

for its  normalization in order to  estimate the amplitudes of tidal  consti-

tuents end diurnal changes  Of the  meteorological factors. 

4. Amplitudes  and phases of principal tidal constituents obtained from 

one year's data 

        Following the procedure mentioned  above, the  amplitudes  and  phases 

  principal constituents of the tidal changes of the  E-W  and  N-S component 

tilts at Akibasan  haVe been  calculated from the one year's  data. The 

 extensometric results at  Akibasan and both extensometric and tiltmetric 

results at  Oure have not been calculated because of the  lacking data  of•loug 

 periods.The results obtained  are tabulated in Table  4. Simultaneously, 

the tidal record  at  Wakayama Harbor  WT, atmospheric  pressure Pa, air 

temperature Y and the intensity of precipitation P have been analysed and 

the results are also given in the table. As is expected, only the  ampli-

tudes of the  rressuee  and temperature of the  SI constituent, the period 

of  which is 12.000 hours and equal to half of the mean solar day, are 

remarkably large compared with other constituents. It is to be noted 

that the  r2  constituent of the pressure is small as about 5 of that 

of  Si  and we can regard the  S2  constituent-as  the only  one  ameog the 

 atmospheric tidal constituents to be taken into consideration. 

 Cempartag  the  amplitudes  and phases of  the  tiltmetric  conati-

teents  with those of  tee  oceanic  tidal  height, it  ie  clear that  the.  two. 

 timing components are heavily  affected by  the tidal height of the  aeally  seal 

 WakaurceBay. This may be  seen  in  Table 5,in which the amplitude ratios of 

the  E-W  and  N-0 component tilts to the water height and phase differences 

between them are given for each constituent. Regarding the comparison of the 

 E-W component with the water  height,the ratio and phase difference may be 

estimated as about  0.00030-0.00040"/cm and  166,480%  respectivelyialthough 
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the amplitude ratio of  Kishows fairly large value which is possibly due 

to the errors from the smallness of the  amplitude.The small ratio  and  large 

phase difference of  Sgmay be caused by the meteorological  disturbances 

which we shall discuss later. On the amplitude ratios and phase differences 

of the  N-S component to the water height,slight discrepancy can be seen 

between the diurnal and semidiurnal tidal  constituenta,which might be  caused 

by the difference of the  distribution pattern of the loading of water between 

the  two. A similar tendency may also be inferred from the large amplitude 

ratio of the  01constituent regarding to the  E-r' component. As a matter of 

 course,no apparent large values in amplitude can be seen for the frequencies 

corresponding to the 8 principal constituents in the case of the intensity 

of precipitation. The  effect of the precipitation on the tidal ground tilts 

can be estimated to be of the magnitude of the order of  0.0001",at most, 

by multiplying the above-mentioned amplitudes of the  precipitation by spectral 

values of the impulse response of the ground  tilts to precipitation which 

will be shown later, taking  4)=182, and  0.26 for semidiurnal and diurnal 

constituents respectively. And thus the effect of precipitation may be 

 considered  to  be-sufficiently small to be neglected  regarding-the-tidal 

constituents. 

5.  Effects of diurnal and  semidiurnal fluctuations of the  atmospheric 

 pressure and air temperature on  the ground  tilts 

      Next,  the amplitudes and phases of the three  major tidal consti-

tuents M2,  Sx  and  01, and the meteorological constituent S1 were calculated 

on the basis of monthly data of the ground  tilts at Akibasan and  Ourat 

oceanic tides,  atmospheric pressure  and air  temperature by the  Fourier 

transform, in order to estimate the relations between the diurnal and 

semidiurnal terms of these disturbing factors and their effects on  the 

ground tilts.  We can get informations as to  thA tidal phenomena from 

the amplitudes and phases of  MI,  Sz and  01 constituents,  and as  to the 
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 meteorological effects  -temperature and pressure- from  S2 and  Si,  since 

   is entirely due to meteorological changes and  SI is also disturbed by 

them. However, since the resolution of a spectrum is limited by the 

 analysed duration of the data, adjacent constituents within the resolving 

power are not separable. When one month's  data  are  analysed by this method, 

the minimum separable frequency difference is estimated as about 0.0028 c/h. 

Hence the components  corresponding to the frequencies of ML,  S2.,  01 and 

 S/ are affected mainly by (  /s4, L2 11.'2.,  )\...7.  )1(  L2,  A.„  ka ), 

 Q,  ) and (  Mt,  J1,  RI.,  K/ ),  respectively, although the 

amplitudes of these adjacent constituents are generally small compared 

with those of M2,  4or  0/ in Japan except in the case of  S1. The effects 

of this contamination may be reduced to some degree by a comparison between 

the results obtained from the same data interval by the same procedure. 

If there are no effects from meteorological disturbances, the calculated 

amplitude and phase for the  period  of 24.000 hours are mainly influenced 

by the  K1 constituent owing  to the nearness of the angular  frequency. 

       Obtained amplitudes and phases of the four constituents for 

monthly data are shown in  Fig. 9, where the positive  trace of the 

tiltmetric  records means the east- or southward tilting, and the phases 

of  MI,  SI and  01 in this case mean the lag of the maximum values behind 

the theoretical maximum at Wakayama at the beginning of  each month. 

        We shall discuss their features in some detail in the following. 

 (1) Oceanic  tides at  Wakayama Harbor  ('WT) 

        The amplitude and phase of the M2 constituent are almost constant 

 and show no remarkable changes. The fluctuations of the amplitude and 

phase are about 8 and  8', respectively, this  may be due to not only 

the real fluctuation of them but also to the errors from the effect of 

the adjacent constituents and numerical integration. Considerable 

fluctuations are seen  as to the amplitudes of  S21  01 and  S/ which may be 

mainly attributable to the mixing of other constituents. A notable phase 

shift is that of  Si which shifts  27C during one year, signifying that 
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the calculated amplitude is that corresponding to  Ki,  and that  Ss  itself, 

namely the diurnal meteorological disturbance, is very small  compared with 

the  amplitude of  K1  . The  amplitude  and phase at July 31,  15h00m, 1960 

of K1 obtained from the one year's data, which  are shown in Table 4, 

coincide with the mean  amplitude  and the phase of  Si of the  August in the 

 Present result, respectively. The phase of  Mlis nearly equal to those of 

 82 and  01,  this means that the three constituents have nearly  eaual lag 

from the  theoretical phases. 

(2) Air  temperature at the  Wakayama  Meteorological Observatory  (Y) 

        The amplitude of  Si is the largest, as expected. Amplitude changes 

of the 6 month  period are observed in both  Si and  SI, the maxima of which 

 appear in autumn ( September or October ) and spring ( March or  April ), 

although it is a  question whether this  phenomenon is an annual event. 

The amplitudes having periods of 25.819  (01) and 12.421 hours (  Md are very 

small compared with  those of  82  and  S/1  and their phases also show random 

 scatterings  an a matter of course. It may be safely deduced from this 

fact that we can disregard the effect of the temperature fluctuation in 

respect of these lunar tidal oscillations. 

(3) Atmospheric pressure at Akibasan  (Pa) 

      As is well known, diurnal and semidiurnal solar oscillations ( atmos— 

pheric tides  ) are predominant,  and their phases are almost constant on 

the whole. An abnormally large amplitude of  Si is noticeable for March 

1961. Because the amplitudes corresponding to  M  and  0 are very small 

and because their phases are not constant, they may be  interpreted as 

merely apparent oscillations with periods of 12.421 and  25.81.9 hours. 

(4) E—W component tilt at  Akibasan ( Aa and Aa' ) 

     It is obvious in Fig.  9d that there exists a periodic oscillation 

corresponding  to  SI which may be attributable to the temperature change, 

since the phase of  Si did not vary during the one year period. Its 

amplitude, however, fluctuates remarkably  and the phase shifts slightly 
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during the year. Although the amplitude of  M2 of the Aa component  was 

extraordinarily small in June 1961, a similar tendency cannot be seen 

in Aa', from this it is concluded that the diminution is not real but 

may be due to errors in the interpolation for the missing data. 

(5) N-S component tilt at Akibasan ( Ba and Ba' ) 

       The pattern of the result of the Ba component is the most satis-

factory among all the tilting components including those of  Oura. The 

meteorological constituent  3/ is small compared with  K1, unlike the E-W 

component. All the spectral features bear a resemblance to that of the 

oceanic tides (WT), and we can conclude that the N-S component tilt at 

Akibasan consists mostly of the direct effect of the oceanic tidal changes. 

 It is to be noted that although the amplitude fluctuation of  Si of the 

Ba' component has a similar tendency as that of Ba, the minimum value in 

October is smaller, and the maximum in July larger than those of  Bat 

respectively. Therefore contamination of some  existing constituent with 

 K1 in regard to the Ba' component may be deduced. 

(6)  E-W component tilt at Oura (Ao) 

       Since the phase of  Si shows the shift relating to  Ki, the diurnal 

effect of meteorological changes is not so large compared with the tidal 

phenomena. A noticeable decrease of the  amplitude of  Si is seen in June 

1961. 

 (7) N-S component tilt  at Oura (Bo) 

        The feature of the amplitude and phase changes of this component 

are remarkably different from the above mentioned components of the 

ground tilts. The amplitude of  Ma_ is smaller than  Si and  Si, and at 

times smaller than  0/. It is  characteristic that the amplitudes of all 

constituents show a remarkable increase in March  and decrease in June 

1961. 

        In  Fig. 10, comparisons  of the  amplitude changes are given in 
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regard to each constituent. In respect  of M2 and  01, no clear correlations 

are seen between the ground tilts and oceanic tides, air temperature or 

atmospheric pressure. The amplitudes of M2 and  0 ,  Pre not  always equal 

to each other for the two parallel pairs of tiltmeters  at  Akibasan, Aa 

and  Aa', and Ba and  Ba', respectively ( Figs.  10a and  10c  ). It appears 

clearly  ih  Fig.  10b that the change of the pressure has more or less 

 influence upon all the tilting components of S2. The amplitude change 

of  52 of the oceanic tides is very similar to that of  the pressure which 

suggests that the oceanic tides are affected by the pressure prevailingly 

as to the  S2 constituent. The  corelation between the Bo component and 

 pressure  is remarkable for  81, from which it is concluded that the abnormally 

large amplitude in March 1961 is attributable to the effect of the pressure 

change.  Besides* the amplitude of  Aa' is always larger than that of Aa, 

as seen in Fig.  10d. 

        Weighted mean amplitudes and phases of the one year period have 

been  calculated for each tilting component, for oceanic tides, temperature 

and pressure, the results of which are given in Table 6. The weights 

 applied are inversely proportional to the numbers of the days shown in 

Table 3. In Table 6 the mean values of the amplitudes  and  phases of the 

oceanic tides, Ba, Ba'  and Ao  components for  Si, and the  nhases of the 

temperature  and pressure for  M1  and  Oi are not given  because they are 

meaningless. The results agree fairly well with those obtained from the 

one year's data analysis,  except apparent constituents such as  142. and 

 01 for the  temnerature and pressure. 

        Now, let's compare the two pairs of the tiltmetric  results observed 

on the same concrete base  at Akibasan. The  amplitude ratios  and phase 

differences  obtained by the two tiltmeters in the same  airection are given 

in Table 7 for each constituent.  It is apparent that the ratios are 

nearly equal to 1 for  Ma and  01, but  considerably larger than 1 for 

and  al. Similarly the phase differences are small for the former  and 
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larger for the latter. As seen in  Figs. 9b and  9c , periodic  changes in 

the temperature and pressure corresponding to  82 ,  and  Ss are very predominant 

compared with those corresponding to  TI and  01. Therefore it is concluded 

that the concrete base is not deformed but uniformly inclines owing to 

the loading effect of the oceanic tides, while it is deformed by the effect 

of the  temperature  and pressure changes. This means that the wave length 

of the deformation due to the temperature and pressure  changes is so 

short that the concrete base is  deformed according to the deformation of 

the observation room. Thus, such a deformation  cannot be ignored when 

scales of topographical features or irregularities in heating and cooling 

at the ground surface are so small and the depth of observation rooms are 

not so large as at  Akibasan, as shown theoretically and  observationally 

by many researchers. 

6. Spectral structure of the tiltgrams at Akibasan 

       In order to investigate the spectral structure as to the periodic 

range within about one day, amplitude  and phase spectra of the tiltgrams 

at Akibasan have been calculated according to (2), (3), (5)  and (6). The 

duration of the  analysis is fifty  days from May 5,  15h00m to June  24, 

 14h00m,  1961  (UT). The results are shown in Figs. 11  and 12. As seen 

in the figures, not only the  ampliturl.es of tidal changes of  Ma,  01,  Mx 

 and  S2, but those of the diurnal changes of the period of 24.000 hours 

are predominant, although the contaminations are unavoidable between 

adjacent  constituents because of the shortness of the analysed data 

interval. It can be seen in the figures that the amplitudes corresponding 

to tidal  terms in the  'g4F1 component  are larger than those in the  N-R 

component,  and that the noise level of the former is  :also higher than 

that of the  latter. This may be  explained by the influence of the meteoro-

logical  changes and oceanic  tidal changes which  appear more noticeably 

in the component than in the  N-g. 

       The  spectral  fer--tures of the tilting motions as to the  neriodic 
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 ranges from  1 to 11  days ,  and from  11 to 34 days are  shown in  Figs .13  and  14. 
The duration of the analysis is one year from July 31,  15h00m,1960 to July  A 

 14ho0m, 1961  (up). In  these  fip:Ares the angular frequency and period are given 

 cycle  per  21[hours  and  day,  respectively . The absolute values of the amplitude 

spectrum of the  E-W component are generally larger than those of the  N.S as 

well as the case of the shorter periodic  range mentioned above. The amplitudes 

and periods for apparent peaks are summarized in Table 8. The fortnightly 

constituents Mf (13.66 days)  and  MSf (14.77 days) cannot be observed on the 

spectra, this may be due to the smallness of the amplitudes of the oceanic 

constituents and the highness of the background noise level. 

7. Mean diurnal changes of the ground tilts and effects of the atmospheric 

 prenoure and air temperature upon them 

 Since the  diurnal  (24.000 hours)  and  gemidiurnal changes (12.000 

hours) are  nredominant in the case of the atmospheric pressure  and air 

temperature  as seen in  Pigs. 9b  and 9c, it may be effective to investigate 

their influence upon the ground deformation in  regard to the characteristic 

changes.  For this  purpose monthly mean  diurnal changes (  as to the solar 

time ) of the ground tilts, oceanic  tides, atmospheric pressure and air 

temperature have been obtained from one month's  data, after eliminating 

the drift by the  Pertzev's method. On the other hand, the amplitude 

 ratios of  M2 of each tilting component to that of the oceanic tides have 

been calculated from the results given in Table 6. Multiplying each 

ratio by the  hourly  Ir'lues of the mean  diurnal  changes of the oceanic 

tides,  we  subtracted the  nroducts from the corresponding  comnonents of 
 2q) 

the ground tilts.  As the  phase of the Bo  component  differs by about 

one hour from that of the  oceanic tides, the product has been slid one 

hour  against the Bo  component  for  nhPse  adjustment  and  subtracted. from it. 

Although small phase  discrepancies can be seen among the diurnal and semi-

diurnal groups  as seen in Table 5, it  may- be permissible to  use the  phase 
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of  M2 as a  renresentPtive  chase of  the constituents as  an  approximation. 

 Properly speaking, it  is  the right course of procedure to eliminate the 

tidal effects by the subtraction of  theoretical curves synthesized accord-

ing to the results obtained from the long term analysis, for example 

according to the results in Table 4. However, it is difficult in this 

case to distinguish the changes due to the tidal components from those 

due to  the meteorological disturbances in the case of the  Sa constituent. 

Moreover,  the sea level is influenced irregularly under the meteorological 

changes and currents, according to which the ground is deformed, and 

adoption of the above mentioned procedure is not necessarily meaningless 

as an approximation. 

        As expected from the results of  the Fourier analysis,  diurnal 

changes are clearly seen in the residuals of Aa and Aa' components which 

may be mainly caused by the temperature change. On the  contrary,  zesiduals 

of the Ba component show no regular  changes except very small deviations 

in September, October in 1960,  and April and  May in 1961. The residuals 

of  the Ba' component are somewhat larger  than those of Ba. Because the 

oceanic tidal effect is very small in the Bo component, the  features of 

its residuals are scarcely different from the originals, and are very 

 2.8) 
similar  to the mean diurnal changes of the pressure. 

       Assuming that these residuals are represented by linear combinations 

of the air temperature, atmospheric pressure  and its time derivative, 

each coefficient for these disturbances has been determined by the method 

of least  squares, where we defined the time  deriVative of the pressure as 

6/0"6-(//2)4?(-6+/)-P(t-2)3
2(Gmbithou,-),andcalculated it from the curves of 

the mean diurnal changes of the pressure. The monthly coefficients obtained 

are summarized in Table 9 and 10. The curves of the mean diurnal change 

for the temperature have been delayed one hour in the process of determining 

coefficients of the Aa component because the mean square errors are 

smaller in this case than when  there is no delay. However, such a tendency 
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 could not be found in respect of the  Aa'  component, and its coefficients 

 have been determined under the circumstance that there is no phase delay 

between the temperature change and the consequent tilting motion. 

       Some considerations will be given for the coefficients of each 

disturbing factor in the following. 

(a) Effects of the air temperature 

        Effects of the temperature change on tiltgrams are very clear in 

Aa and Aa' components, and the coefficients as to Aa' are larger than 

those as to Aa. The effect may also be found in Ba and Ba' components, 

where the coefficients of the former  tend to be positive in the winter 

 and negative in the summer, and those of the latter to be negative 

throughout the analysed period, although there remains some uncertainty 

due to the approximate method used to eliminate the oceanic tidal effects 

and the period is too short to permit one to ascertain such an annual 

change. However it is suggested that the annual tendency is not due to 

the remnants of the tidal disturbances, for example  K1 constituent, but 

due to the temperature change, because the annual tendency can also be 

observed in the changes of the  Si constituent and the fluctuation of  Be 

is larger than that of  Be., as seen in Fig.  10d,  while such a tendency cannot 

be seen in the result of the oceanic tides. 

       We could not recognize the phase delay between the temperature 

 and thermal tilts except the one hour delay in the case of the Aa component. 

Since the change of the temperature at the ground surface is hardly 

propagated into the tunnel by heat conduction within such a short time 

interval, these tilting motions are not caused by heat conduction from 

the surface, but by the propagation of the thermal deformation. Accord— 

ing to results obtained by S. Nakano1, the amount of the thermal tilt at 

 Akibasan is satisfactorily explained by the change of the surface tempera— 

ture having a wave length nearly equal to a topographical scale of about 

one hundred meters and amplitude of several tenth of the mean diurnal 

change of the temperature, neglecting the term of heat conduction. 
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     Fig. 15 shows a schematic diagram of the tilting motion due to 

diurnal  chalige of the temperature, which was obtained by averaging the 

coefficients of respective  three months as to the two central tiltmeters 

Aa and Ba. It is apparent in the figure that the diurnal tilting motion 

has the largest amplitude in the summer, and the smallest in the winter, 

although the diurnal amplitude of the temperature is larger in the spring 

and autumn. This phenomenon is considered as a general tendency in the 

 3o) 
thermal deformations of the ground. It is interesting that the features 

of the thermal tilts are very similar to those of buckling motions observed 

 3/) i
n a building of simple design, which may be caused by the simple topo-

graphical form of the hill in which the observation  room was situated. 

        Thermal tilting at  Oura  is not so remarkable as at Akibasan 

owing possibly to the situation of the observation room and topographical 

conditions. Although we have been obliged to use only the air temperature 

as a provisional parameter of the thermal deformation, it is necessary 

for further precise investigations to get more exact information about 

thermal boundary conditions through measurements of  temperature on, near 

 , and beneath the surface of the ground. 

(b) Effects of the atmospheric pressure 

         As the direct effect of the atmospheric pressure on the ground 

is not likely to show seasonal changes, the consistency of the obtained 

coefficients through the one year period may be considered as a clue in 

proving their validity. From this point of view, the Aa and Ba components 

at Akibasan are recognized to have positive coefficients, and this means 

east-  and southward inclination for high pressure. The coefficients of 

Aa' and Ba' are larger about three times than those of Aa and Ba,  and 

from this it is inferred that the direct effect of the pressure has strong 

local characteristic similar to that of the air temperature. It is clear 

that the  Bo component at Oura is heavily influenced by the pressure 

 change. 
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(c) Effects of the time derivative of the atmospheric pressure 

        It is, in general, impossible to get  spatial  informations 

about the distribution pattern of the atmospheric pressure by the time 

derivative of the barometric record observed at some fixed point. However 

 , we may substitute it for information about the pressure gradient,  provided 

that the velocity  and direction of propagation of the pressure waves are 

constant. Moreover, it may be possible that the time derivative of the 

pressure itself is  related to the  tiltgrams through the instrumental dis-

turbances, for example. As seen in the result of the Fourier analysis, 

the semidiurnal oscillation is most  predominant among atmospheric components, 

the main term of which consists of a westward migrating  semidiurnal solar 

    32) 
 wave. The diurnal solar wave  which is considered to have originated from 

the solar radiation also migrates westwards with the sun, and the mean 

diurnal change of the pressure is allowed to consist of westward propagating 

waves of constant velocity. Therefore, the time derivative  dp/dt calcu-

lated from the mean diurnal change may be substituted for the pressure 

gradient in the present case. As seen in the tables, the signs of the 

coefficients for terms dp/dt seem  to be consistent  and the values also 

do not differ so much for corresponding components of both stations. 

Thus it is possible that the ground in the  Wakayama region inclines uni-

formly north-westwards according to increasing pressure. The amount of 

the ground tilt is roughly estimated as about 7" per  1mb/km of the pressure 

gradient in the  E-W direction, assuming the velocity to be 1400 km/hour. 

However, this seems to be contradictory to the theoretical results given 

 33) 34) 
by G. H. Darwin and V. V. Khorosheva  that the ground will  inlcine toward 

the barometric maximum, since the diurnal and  semidiurnal pressure waves 

migrate westwards. In the procedure of determining the coefficients, we 

have  used the mean diurnal changes  calculated from one month's data. 

                                                                                                    0 Angular velocities of almost tidal constituents being not equal to 15.000 

or its multiples except S2  and  Si, their phases at the beginning of each 
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month should shift gradually  through one  year Therefore, the constituents 

which give consistent coefficients over one year are considered to be S2 

 and  Si in the present case, and there is a possibility  of entering the 

errors by the process of eliminating the tidal effects and adopting the 

temperature observed at the  Wakayama Meteorological Observatory as a 

parameter. R.  Tomasohek has  reported similar phenomena in respect of 

the effects of the barometric pressure gradient at  Winsford in  England, 

and explained their behavior in connection with tectonic structure.3&)It 

is very interesting that not only qualitatively but quantitatively as well 

 , the present result is not so different from his, although the wave 

length which we have  used for the analysis is longer than that in his 

investigation. This suggests that such behavior of the ground tilt may be 

intrinsic in the effect of the barometric pressure gradient. 

       In Table 11, coefficients of disturbing factors to the ground 

tilts Aa and Ba at Akibasan obtained by averaging the monthly values are 

given together with those of the oceanic height. 

8. Another consideration about the effect of the atmospheric pressure 

upon the  ground tilts and strains 

  On the  tiltmetric and  extensometric records at both  stations  ,small fluctuations 

which correspond fairly well with the change of the atmospheric pressure 

are observed. Plotting the amplitudes of deflection on the  tiltmetric 

and  extensometric records versus those on the barogram,  and assuming the 

relations between them to be linear, the ratios of the ground tilts or 

 strains to the pressure change are obtained, the results of which are 

 30 
summarized in Table 12. In order to find the relations between them in 

more detail, the Fourier transforms of the  tiltmetric and barometric 

data have been obtained and compared with each other. Several data 

intervals in which the change of the atmospheric pressure was especially 

large have been picked out  and the Fourier transforms have been calculated 
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according to (2), (3), (5)  and (6). Under the assumption that the 

pressure disturbance is represented by a transformation through a linear 

system and expressed as the convolution of the pressure and proper weight 

functions, amplitude ratios and phase differences have been calculated for 

each tilt  and strain components. It is needless to say, however, that 

the disturbances caused by the pressure on the  tiltmetric and extensometric 

data  cannot be fully represented by the convolution of the pressure change 

at one fixed point and weight function but spatial information about 

the pressure  distribution is necessary to depict the response to the 

pressure change. Although we have been obliged to use only the barometric 

data at Oura and Akibasan in the present case, the above assumption will 

require some modification when more  extensive materials are  available. 

 Since meteorological effects other than those due to the  inioweare 

and earth tides also distort the spectra obtained, the amplitude ratios 

and phase differences have been calculated only in regard to the amplitude 

spectral peaks for which good correspondence is seen between the spectra 

of  the  tiltmetric or  extensometric records and barograms. The amplitude 

ratios and phase differences thus obtained are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. 

As seen in the figures, all components of tilts and strains at Oura and 

the E-W component tilt at  Akibasan show fairly systematical aspects. 

In the cases of the E-W component tilt and N-S component strain at Oura, 

the amplitude ratios are almost constant and independent of the frequency 

in the present periodic range, and the phase differences are also constant 

 and nearly equal to  71",  . Therefore it is concluded that the disturbances 

due to  the atmospheric pressure which appeared on the records of these 

components are almost proportional to the barometric change at Oura 

and can be expressed as the curves multiplied by some constants to the 

barogram at Oura within the present periodic range. On the other hand, 

 the spectral ratios of the N-S component  tilt  andtheE-W  component strain 
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at Oura and  E—W component tilt at Akibasan show some different aspects 

from those mentioned above, namely that in these components the amplitude 

ratios increases gradually as the frequency increases, and the phase 

differences deviate slightly from  ID. A similar tendency is also seen 

in the N—S component tilt at Akibasan, although  the  calculated values  of the 

 phase difference show considerable scattering. By introducing the tilt— 

metric or extensometric change proportional to the time derivative of 

the atmospheric pressure, the frequency dependence of the spectral ratios 

can apparently be interpreted; namely by assuming the atmospheric disturbance 

 P(t) on the tiltmetric or extensometric records to be given as 

 4  (-0  -  12(i) p .41pct)/ett 
                                           a where p(t) is the sequence of the observed atmospheric pressure, and 

 of  and  p are constants. By the values of  o< and  is given in Table 13, 

we can obtain the amplitude ratios  and phase differences shown by dashed 

lines in Figs. 16 and 17. As seen in the  figures, the curves favorably 

 satisfy  the calculated values, and from this it is concluded that the  atmospherib 

disturbances appeared on the records of tiltmeters or  extensometers have 

a  common property of the frequency dependence that the spectral ratios 

of the disturbances on the tiltmetric or extensometric records to the 

atmospheric pressure change increase as the frequency increases within 

the periodic range from  several minutes to  about  one  hour, and that this 

can be apparently explained by considering the sum of the direct effect 

of the pressure proportional to the change  and the indirect effect pro-

                                                   3?) 
portional to the time derivative of it as the first approximation. 

9. Some considerations about the spectral structures of the ground tilts 

        In the sixth section of this chapter, Fourier spectra of the 

tiltgrams at Akibasan have been  calculated from the one year's data. 

However, these spectra are thought to be distorted by various disturbing 

factors such as loading by sea water, atmospheric pressure, air temperature, 

precipitation and so forth. Hence, an attempt has been made to estimate 
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the distortion of the spectra by some known disturbing factors. 

       Thereupon, in order to examine the loading effect of sea water on 

the spectra of the tiltmetric records, we have calculated the Fourier 

spectra of the tidal record observed at the Wakayama Harbor Tidal Station. 

Similarly Fourier spectra of the atmospheric pressure, air temperature, 

time derivative of the pressure and the intensity of the precipitation 

 have also been obtained. The analysis is of course identical in the length 

to that of the tiltgrams, namely being from July 31,  15h00m, 1960 to 

July 31,  14h00m, 1961 (UT). Comparing the precipitation spectrum with 

that of the ground tilt, it is obvious that they bear a striking 

resemblance  to each other, not only as to the coincidence of the spectral 

 38) 
peaks but also as to whole aspects of the amplitude and phase spectra. 

From this we can deduce that the deformation of the ground due to the 

precipitation has an important influence on the  tiltmetric results at 

Akibasan in the present frequency range. 

        Now, let f(t) be a sequence of observed values which relates to 

the ground  deformation  , for example, an observed ground strain or tilt 

in an arbitrary direction by an  extensometer or  tiltmeter. 

Since  f(t) is usually disturbed by meteorological and oceanic influences, 

it is reasonable to consider f(t) as a function including these disturbances 

as parameters.  Thu6 f(t) is represented as 

 {  t7  a(t),  b(t),  c(t) 

 where  a(t),  b(t),  c(t),    are  sequences of the disturbing factors 

which bring about the ground deformation. It may be assumed that they 

affect it independently of one another, so that we can then express the 

deformation f(t) as the sum of the respective deformation caused by 

 each factor. Accordingly, the above equation may be rewritten  as follows; 

 f  +  cq(t)3  +  cioci)3c(J 
                                     f) + 

where  g(t) represents the sequence of the ground deformation due only 

to internal origins within the earth, and the bracket means the sequence 
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 °corresponding to the deformation caused by each disturbing factor. When 

the deformations  ca  ci))
,  C  b(i)  3  ,  C  CC+)  3  ,  — are proportional to 

the amount of changes of the disturbing factors a(t), b(t),  0(t),  

respectively, we get 

          (t)= c,- act) ÷ 611' b") C(C)+ 

Strictly speaking, this is not always the case but the coefficients  c, 

 C3,•--• are regarded as variables with time and frequency of the changes 

of the factors. For example, the pressure disturbances on the  ground 

tilts at Oura  and  Akibexan seem to depend on the frequency as shown in 

the preceding section, in which we have tried to express the  pressure 

disturbance as the sum of the two terms proportional to p and  dadt, 

respectively, in order to represent the disturbance as a linear combination 

of the known factors. However, we assume that the equation (7) holds 

as an approximation for simplification in the present stage. Then, 

according to the results shown in Table 11, the ground tilts to be 

observed at  Akibasan may be written as 

 iF  (t).--o.o0033`-w-(t)  -  0,  ao4  y(e)  to,  oe,/4-Pa(t)  aa38-7ba-Cil-f-  r(t)3E:a.-(f),, 

 ara020/4,(-e)  -a,  0002?  y(t)-1-0,00001719,(t)-o,C),0287,(-e)-1-Erct))E 

where  C  rlt)7 is the ground tilt caused by the precipitation, and g(t) 

the residual  term including the substantial tilting motion of the ground. 

The suffix E or N means the tilting component of the east-west or north-

south,  respectively. The reason we particularly discriminate only the 

ground tilt due to the precipitation from the other disturbances is that 

the relation between the precipitation and the ground tilt due to it is 

not so simple as to be represented by a proportional  expression, which 

will be discussed later in some detail. 

        In order to evaluate the influences due to the changes in the 

sea level w(t), air temperature y(t), atmospheric pressure p(t)  and its 

time derivative pa.t(t), we havecalculated the Fourier transforms  FE(w) and F:02,),, 
                          0003J-W(60)ta_oo3ri(w) — o.oc,/I-T:1(10)000..4 Pa(0 , F;(4))1, RE(0)-t-CIO= FEMta. 
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 /„   ,44'/  A.A1.(04-t-  erw(0)=F;(4)-0.000.20w(4)+  0.0002  ?Tho  -  0.  0000  .1-7  fa  114))  0..  0  0.2  ,5?  (40 

 using the  respective Fourier  transform , of each factor, where  Pcw),,NV(60,1?04,0/ 

 F4(4),74,g(w) and  Cr(w) are the Fourier transforms of f(t), w(t),  y(t)1 

 p4(t),  pA(t),  Cr(f)) and g(t), respectively. The results obtained are 

shown in Figs.  13  and 14 by the crosses. As seen in these figures, the 

corrected spectra  F;(w) and  F;(44) show only slight differences in comparison 

with the original ones. Even though they must contain errors due to the 

approximations, it is unlikely that the magnitudes of the 

distortions of the spectra  exceed two or three times those of the present 

results, and from this it is concluded that the observed ground tilts 

in the periodic range from from 1 to 33 days are  scarcely influenced by 

the loading effect of the nearby sea, air temperature, atmospheric pressure 

and its time derivative, if the relation between these disturbing factors 

and consequent ground tilts determined from the periodic  range within 

one day is  assumed to be extrapolated to the phenomena of the present 

range with which we are concerned. 

         It is well known that heavy rainfalls bring about  ground  defor— 

mations near the surface,  and Akibasan is no exception. The disturbances 

remain even after the rainfalls have ceased, and it generally needs two 

or three weeks before the disturbances fade away. At Ide Observatory, 

       31) 
 M.  Takada observed that the effects of rainfalls on the ground tilt and 

strain generally appeared when the amount  exceeded 15 mm, reached their 

peaks two days after the rainfalls commenced and lasted two or three weeks. 

He thereupon adopted triangles with their vertices at two days after 

rainfalls and the bases of 15 or 20 days long as an approximation of the 

                 40) 
effects. S. Takemoto  showed that the ground tilt  and strain due to 

rainfall were given by the sum of the two exponential functions, namely 

by  at-  exp  -  rt  •  exp  (-- ) at Iwakura Observatory,  Kyoto. As 
 40 

to the extensometric record at Osakayama Observatory, I. Ozawa  calculated 

the  weighting function of precipitation according to the method proposed 
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by C. Tsuboi, under the assumption that the rate of the change of the 

strain F(t) caused by  precipitation is expressed as 
 .27t-           F(i)  =  I fc-t1-0() 0(0).401 

where  f(t)  ) and  Oct)  are the daily precipitation end weighting function, 

respectively,  and that  F(t)  ) and f(t) are both expandible into the Fourier 

series within the interval  0  27c. . Taking these instances into 

account, it is conceivable that the phenomenon is equivalent to that of 

a transformation through a transducer, where its input and output are 

time series corresponding to precipitation and ground deformation, respective-

ly. Therefore, we put the relation between the intensity of the precipi-

tation r(t) and consequent ground tilt  C  r(t)j as 
                                      0. 

             r(-6)3t —  z)  k(T)dr, 

where  h(t)  ) is an impulse response of the ground tilt to the precipitation. 

In this case, the Fourier transform  _R (co)  co) of  c  rct)) is given by 

 32(4')  =  R(10)-1-1(4-07 

 where.  R  (co) and  1-f  (co) are the Fourier transforms of  r(  t  ) and  h(t), 

respectively. Hence in order to estimate the impulse response, we divide 

 FE(w) and  F,,;(to) by  R(w), although they consist not only of the effect of 

the precipitation but also of the substantial crustal tilting and errors 

due to approximation. The results are shown in Fig. 18, where the 

spectral amplitudes were  smoothed. 

 Now, if we assume that the response of the ground tilt to an 

impulsive rainfall is expressed by 

 art-  Px  p  (—pt  )  ,  (  f  _z o  ) 
 (i)  ) 

then its amplitude and phase spectra,  A(w) and  0(i-0), are given as 
                                                 01. 

   A (40) e 
 (3.2  w  2_ 

        0 ( rCiVt -L()) ?) 
                                           (54-602 

respectively. It is observed from the  figure that the frequency corre-

sponding to  0=  7r/2  or  37E/2  is  0  .021,  and  we  get  p,  1/48 by  (  )  ,  considering.  the 
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spectral phase shift of  Vie  the  ease  of  Ba.  Therefore,it is concluded that the 

ground tilt attains  its,  maximum about 48  hours after an impulsive rainfall. 

With  04=  000036 and  0 .000/3 for the  E—W and  N-3 components, respectively, 

we obtain 
 0,  000  36  o.  004  /3 

    E to)  A N(4-3)  -  (
0.0-2/)?-÷  60  (  0 .02/  ).14-  411 

 Ct(1^) tanI-  0.  0                                              "424) 
 6  (0.02/  )4-  101'  (  0 .  o  W-  (4)2- 

 These  are  shown  by  solid  curves  in  Fig.  18,  from  which  it  is  deduced 

 that the impulse responses of the ground tilts to precipitation,  hE(t) 

and  h  (t), are given as 

 h  E  -  one)  3  4'  t-exio(-  02/  ) 

 AN  —  0,  000  /3 t  ext  o.  0)/  t  ) 

respectively. In Fig. 19, the curves of hE(t) and  he(t) are shown 

schematically. From this we can see that the ground inclines north—east— 

wards after precipitation. Since the observation site was in the tunnel 

at the foot of the west side on the hill, the tilting motion contradicts 

 4-3) 
apparently the tendency pointed out by K. Hosoyama that mountains  and 

hills bulge due to precipitations. It must be noticed that  hE(t) and 

 hm(t) obtained above may be put as average through the year and vary to 

some degree on each event, according  to such conditions as the  temperature 

of the rain and surface of the ground, humidity of the air, the moisture 

content of the ground and so forth. 

        Finally, using these impulse responses, namely by subtracting the 

products  HE(40) R(w) and /-/,(cu) from  P7(4) and  F,:(w) respectively, 

we eliminate the effects of the precipitation on  the Fourier spectra. 

The results are shown in Figs. 20 and 21.  4e can see several peaks in 

these amplitude spectra; they are for the periods of 29.8, 25.2, 20.3, 

17.7, 15.2 and 9.4 days in the E—W component and 32.1, 29.8, 25.2, 21.4, 

19.8, 15.2, 11.1, 9.4  and 7.5 days in the N—S component. Those for the 

periods of 15.2, 11.1 and 9.4 days in the latter component are especially 
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conspicuous.  HoWever, some ambiguity remains due to the simplified 

assumptions in the results, and not only should the method used be further 

investigated but more observational data must also be employed to clarify 

general aspects of the long periodic deformations of the ground and 

bring their origins to light. 

        In the above procedure, we have substituted the time derivative of 

the pressure for the spatial gradient of it. In  order to reconsider the 

effect of the spatial gradient of the pressure, we have calculated the 

Fourier transforms of the space differences of the atmospheric pressure. 

Barometric data at intervals of six hours at Tokushima, Owase, Kyoto and 

Shionomisaki Meteorological Observatories were used for the present 

analysis. The locations of the Observatories are shown in Fig. 22. 

For the  E,W component of the pressure gradient, the difference of the 

barometric values at Owase and Tokushima was taken. Similarly the differ-

ence between  Kyoto and Shionomisaki was taken for the N-S component. 

Obtained results are shown in Figs. 23  and 24. There can be seen no parity 

between the spectra of the spatial difference of the pressure and original 

or reduced spectra of the ground tilt at Akibasan shown in Figs.  13,  14, 

20 and 21, from which it is concluded that the ground tilt at Akibasan, 

Wakayama City, is scarcely influenced by the spatial gradient of the 

pressure of the  extent of several tens kilometers in the present frequency 

 range. 

        It is to be noted that the disturbing ground tilt due to precipi-

tation can be  eliMinated by convolving the impulse response with the intensi-

ty of precipitation. As an example, the  calculated results and observed 

ground tilts are compared in Fig. 25, where a linear drift of the 

ground  tilt  observed in the E-W component has been removed for convenience 

of comparison. Fair coincidence is seen between the two for both components, 

 and from this it is concluded that we can approximately eliminate the 

disturbances  caused by precipitation by this procedure, which is thought 
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to be of good use for identifying small anomalous ground deformations. 

10. Summary 

          In this chapter, meteorological influences  and tidal phenomenon 

that  appeared on the  tiltmetric and extensometric records at Wakayama 

have been investigated mainly on the basis of their spectral structures. 

Amplitudes and phases of the 8 principal tidal constituents at Akibasan 

have been obtained from the one year's data  and compared with those of 

the oceanic tides. To establish quantitative relations between the 

observed ground tilt and oceanic tides, atmospheric pressure and air 

temperature, the amplitudes  and phases of the four  major constituents were 

determined from monthly tiltmetric data, and compared with those for the 

oceanic tides, temperature and pressure. Obtained results suggest that 

the temperature and pressure affect on the ground tilt with comparatively 

short wave length which causes deformations of the floor of the observation 

room. A trial was made to determine the effect of the barometric pressure 

gradient. The coefficient was estimated as 7" per 1  mb/km under the 

assumption that mean diurnal changes of the pressure consist of westward 

migrating waves with a constant velocity. 

      The spectral structures of the ground tilt in the periodic range 

from 1 to 33 days are mainly distorted by the precipitation near the 

observational site, and the changes in meteorological factors other than 

precipitation and in the height of the nearby sea have not so much influence 

on the ground tilt. The disturbance by precipitstion has been  determined. 

under the assumption that it is expressed as a function of the intensity of precipi-

tation. The results show that at  Akibasan the  p7rcund inclines towards the north-

east by impulsive rainfall and reaches the  maximum  two  clays afterwards. 

Corrected  spectra  of  the  --rround tilt for the disturbing factors  above-

mentioned. are also given, in which some prominent oscillating motions of 

the ground tilt are observed, the origins of which, however, remained 

unknown. 
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      Comparison of the spectra of the ground tilts  with  the atmospheric 

pressure shows that the amplitude ratio of them increases as the frequency 

inoreases and that the phase difference between them also varies slightly 

with the  frequency. This phenomenon may be apparently explained by the 

sum of the direct change of the pressure and its time derivative, which 

suggests  that.this expression can be used for the elimination of the 

pressure disturbance from tiltmetric or extensometric records for first 

approximation, when the spatial distribution of the pressure are not 

known. 

 Since the data  used are not  suffidient , we have only introduced some 

tentative treatments about the disturbances on the tiltmetric and  extenso— 

metric records at the present stage, and there are many  points which are 

uncertain and more extensive investigations of this problem are required 

in the future. 
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Chapter  III. Detection of Anomalous Deformations of the Ground and 

        an Application of the Digital Filtering 

1. Detection of anomalous deformations of the ground by  tiltmeters and 

 extensometers 

 As is  discussed in the preceding chapters, records of the ground 

deformations observed by  tiltmeters or extensometers consist of many 

factors such as earth tides including effects of the oceanic tides, changes 

caused by meteorological disturbances, deformations peculiar to the 

observation stations, instrumental drift and so forth.  When observations 

are carried out for the  purpose  of detecting anomalous ground deformations 

relating to the occurrence of  earthquakes, they would be  successfully accomplished 

if the magnitudes of the anomalous deformations are sufficiently larger 

than those of the disturbances. On the contrary,  it  would  be  difficult  to 

identify these deformations if they are of the same magnitudes comparable  withithose 

of the disturbances or smaller. Of  course it is necessary to use highly 

sensitive instruments in order to observe small  deformations, of the ground. 

However, the above mentioned disturbances are also magnified simultaneously 

so far as these instruments have flat responses with  • frequency of the 

phenomena. Accordingly it is necessary to eliminate these disturbances 

from our observational results in some adequate way. 

        Two methods can be considered for this purpose; one is by 

determining quantitatively the magnitude of the deformation caused by 

each disturbing factor, eliminating the disturbances from the observational 

results, and the other  is by  extracting aimed deformations relating only to 

the occurrence of earthquakes alone by suppressing the disturbing noise 

using appropriate filters, which may be attainable by either data-processing 

or some technical devices at the stage of observations such as the intro-

duction of  instruments having some specific  respons€s,grouping of 

many instruments, selection of the observation sites and so forth. 

         In the first half of this chapter an attempt is made to reduce 
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 the  disturbances, using  relations between major  meteorolOgical , 

ones and oceanic tides and the consequent ground  tilts,  which were obtained 

in the preceding  chapters . In the latter half, an application 

of digital band-pass and high-pass filters is shown in order to detect 

small  anomalous tilts. 

2. A way to reduce the effects of oceanic tides and meteorological changes 

       In the preceding chapter, we have discussed the major disturbing 

factors and consequent ground deformations at the two stations in Wakayama, 

 and obtained some approximate relations between them.  We use these 

relations for the reduction of their effects on the  tiltmetric records 

in order to investigate whether there exist anomalous ground tilts before 

and after the  occurrence of local earthquakes or not. 

       On November 14,  1960, four local earthquakes occurred at 07h47m, 

 11h08m,  13h31m and 23h28m in this district, the last one being smaller 

than the others ( Intensity in JMA Scale at  Wakayama was II ). The 

epicenters and depths of these earthquakes except the last were reported 

 as ( 3e1 N,  135.0 E, 0 - 10 km  ),( 34.025 N, 135.0                                              1 E, 0 - 10 km ) and 

34.0    25  N,  135.1 E, 10 km ), respectively, on the Seismological Bulletin 

of the Japan Meteorological Agency- The S-P duration times and intensities 

at the  Wakayama Meteorological Observatory were 0.8  sec, II, 1.0  sec, II 

and 1.2  sec, III, respectively. The locations of the epicenters of the 

three earthquakes determined graphically from the S-P times at the network 

stations of the Earthquake Research Institute, University of Tokyo, are 

shown in Fig. 22. From this figure these epicenters are estimated to be 

situated very near the two stations, and their  magnitudes, especially 

of the third, were of the greatest class in this district. Therefore, 

we have made a trial to reduce disturbances from the original records with 

respect to the  occurrence of these earthquakes under the assumption that 

 the equation (7) holds. The coefficients used are summarized in Table 

14. In this example we have aimed at  detecting  -;)eculiar,chanaes of a 
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comparatively short  interval  within several hours, and left the effect 

due to the precipitation out of consideration because it did not rain 

within the three days interval. The result is shown in Fig. 26. The 

jumps appearing on the records of the Ao and Bo components at Oura at the 

occurrence of earthquakes have been adjusted to be lines because they 

might be attributable to instrumental errors. As seen in the figure, 

the tidal and thermal disturbances have been fairly well reduced on the 

corrected curves. Small fluctuations which might be caused mainly by 

the atmospheric pressure have not been eliminated sufficiently  and become 

conspicuous on the corrected curves of the Aa component at Akibasan, 

and Ao and Bo at Oura, according to the reduction of changes with long 

periods. On the corrected curve of Aa there can be seen a rapid westward 

 inclination in the interval from the occurrence of the second earthquake 

to that of the third. Although there remains some uncertainty due to 

the processing of the  jumps of the data, it may be right to consider 

that the direction of the tilting motion reversed about five  hours 

before the occurrence of the first earthquake on the corrected curve 

of the E-W component tilt at Oura, and that the direction in the N-S 

component also reversed about  three  hours before the first earthquake and 

thereafter the tendency of the northward tilting continued until about 

three hours after the occurrence of the third, then the direction reversing 

again. On the other hand, any  marked anomalous tilting motions  cannot 

be observed on the corrected curve of the N-S component at Akibasan. 

Since meteorological  disturbances  on this component are smallest compared 

with the other components in the figure, there may be a suspicion that 

the above mentioned peculiar tiltings before  and after the occurrence 

of the  earthquakes were accidental events and  might be caused by meteoro-

logical origins, notwithstanding the tentative reduction of the major 

 disturbances.  Further, in the present correction for the atmospheric 

pressure we have used the coefficients obtained from the spectral ratios 
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of the pressure and +he consequent ground tilts in the periodic range 

within a few hours, and there remains a question whether these coefficients 

may  or  must not be used directly for the reduction of the disturbances of 

such a long period as one day or more. Actually the coefficients to the 

pressure changes in Table 9 and 10 are, generally speaking, 

smaller than those in Table 13 regarding the respective components, and 

the frequency dependence of  the pressure disturbances should be investigated 

in more detail for the present purpose. However, since the epicentral 

distances of the local earthquakes from Oura station are smaller than 

those from Akibasan as seen in Fig. 22, it is not irrational that the 

magnitude of the anomalous tilting motion at Oura which might be related 

to these earthquakes was larger than that at Akibasan. Consequently, 

it is not concluded immediately in the present stage  whether there have 

been any peculiar ground deformations connected with these local earth-

quakes or not, and this means, conversely speaking, that the ground 

deformations connected with the local earthquakes, if existing, are too 

small to be detected apparently by the present measurements, namely of 

the magnitude less than 0.02" for the  grounds tilt. In order  to proceed 

 to more precise discussions, not only the investigations of the disturbances 

upon the ground deformations and the methods of reduction of them must 

be improved  as well as using more sensitive instruments, but also the 

crustal deformations due to the stress release by local earthquakes 

must be investigated quantitatively under the consideration about their 

focal mechanism. 

3. Digital filtering for detection of minute anomalous changes of the 

ground tilts 

        A sequence of quantitative data of the ground deformation, assigned 

to a specific moment in time - for example, the tilting motion of the 

ground in some direction - is a time series. When we consider the defor-

mation relating only to the occurrence of an earthcruake as a signal, 
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and the disturbing deformations due to the meteorological changes, earth 

tides and  so forth as noise, then the detection of anomalous deformations 

of the ground  concerning earthquakes is identical with the procedure of 

picking out signals from a time series including noise. In general, it 

is thought that the disturbances to be considered as noise are  periodic 

and anomalous deformations as signals are transient, unless the occurrence 

of earthquakes is periodic. If we know the characteristic of the signal, 

namely the spectral  structure of the signal, it might be possible to 

take out the signal by using some suitable filters which are able to 

pass the signal only. However, unfortunately, we have not the knowledge 

about the characteristics of the signal of the deformations related to small 

 earthquakes  ,  and  Imoreover,  it is uncertain at the present stage whether such minute 

deformations can be observed. Therefore we cannot avoid  adopting the 

procedure whereby, making digital filters of many kinds and applying 

them to the time  series,  and  we identify the signal by examining the correlation 

between the output  and the occurrence of earthquakes by trial and error. 

In other words, it means that we must look for a filter that makes  3/11 

of the output larger than that of the original time series. Thus we 

must decide which filter is most effective for this purpose. 

         Hitherto, such filters of weight functions as the 25 hours 

running mean and the Pertzev's method  and so forth, have been used for 

the analysis of tidal phenomena, and these low-pass filters and simple 

band-pass filters have been used for detection of secular changes of the 
 44-) 

crustal deformations. 

         We have designed some types of band-pass filters on the basis of 

the Fourier spectra shown in the preceding chapter, and applied them to 

the  tiltgrams.  When the center frequency and the band-width of a 

rectangular filter is denoted by  Wo and  Zak , respectively, and its 

amplitude characteristic  A(W) is 

                 0 (  co<evo  -  W  ) 

 Acto)  A  (4)>  ,  (  wo-  40,  <  <  ,+w co  ) 

 0,  (  W  o  -t-  c  cu  ) 
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then the impulse response of this filter h(t) is given as 

 Aei)  A  (w.)/z  -f  sot  czo,  *  --to)  7/(-e—t„)}  cos  coot. 
We can  pet the output  g(t) for the band-pass filtering of  f(t) by taking 

the convolution between h(t) and  f(t), namely 

 g()  °°  (  1(  — 

 m 

 Irt order to calculate the impulse response of an arbitrary filter, we 

divide it into n rectangular sections. Then the impulse response of the 

filter is given  as the summation 

             (t)--t.  C  i)  (we  D,V  Le•tc)'tO di+(4)1) 
                       d where h.(t) is the impulse response of each small rectangular filter, 

                                                                        s‘,i)  ay lies in the band of the filter and  41-01 is the width of it. 

 Examples of comparison of the amplitude characteristics of the 

digital filters used with those of designed are shown in Fig.  27, where 

the former and the latter are illustrated by dashed and solid lines 

respectively. The  difference of their shapes is probably due mainly to 

the errors in the integration caused by  the  limited time length of h(t). 

We limited the time interval of calculation of the convotution within 

360 hours  and there is an indication that the more complex the shape 

of the filter is, the more the response is distorted. However, these 

digital filters are considered to be satisfactory for our present purpose. 

         The examples of the practical filtering are now described. 

From the Fourier spectra of the  tiltmetric records, it is  obvious _that 

the amplitudes near the diurnal and semidiurnal terms are especially 

predominant, we designed one high-pass  and three band-pass filters, and 

applied them to the tiltgrams in order to investigate the changes in the 

periodic ranges shorter than one day. Examples of obtained results 

from November 11 to 19, 1960 are shown in Figs. 28 to 31. In order to 

examine the effect of the atmospheric pressure and air temperature, the 

 barogram at Akibasan and thermometric record at the  4akayama  Meteorological 

Observatory have been filtered by the same filters incidentally. The 
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high-pass filtering of the thermometric record was omitted. We shall 

discuss the results in the following. 

       Generally speaking, the correspondence is not so remarkable between 

the outputs of the filtered barograms or thermometric records and those 

of the ground tilts in the present frequency ranges shown in the examples. 

Fair correspondence is not found even on the Bo component, although it 

is confirmed in the previous chapter that this component of tilt was 

heavily affected by the atmospheric pressure change. However, the phase 

of the high-pass filtered pressure corresponds with that of the high-pass 

filtered of  the. Bo component when the amplitude of the pressure change was 

large as seen in Fig. 28. Accordingly it is deduced that the relation 

between the pressure change and the consequent ground tilt cannot be fully 

represented by the barometric data  at one fixed station without adding 

spatial information about the pressure  distribution, although approximate 

relations averaged in rather long time intervals can apparently be expressed 

by the summation of the direct and indirect effect proportional to the 

pressure and to its time derivative respectively, as discussed in the 

preceding chapter. 

        As is expected from the fact that the disturbances due to the 

pressure and temperature on the two tiltmeters Aa'  and Ba' situated near 

the corner of the concrete base at Akibasan are larger than those on Aa 

and Ba situated near the central part of the base, the amplitudes of the 

outputs of Aa' and  Be.' are generally larger than those of Aa  and  Bat 

respectively. It is to be  noted, however, that  any distinct correlations 

can hardly be seen between the amplitude changes of the two pairs of the 

tiltmeters, in other words one is not a simple magnification or reduction 

of the other, and this suggests an extremely local nature of the disturbances 

in the present frequency range. 

         Another example of filtering is shown in Fig. 32, in which the 

filtered barogram and thermometric record  are also shown. Correspondence 
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between the ground tilt and the temperature change can be partly seen in 

this case, in contrast to the poor correspondence to the pressure. 

Comparing this result with the former it  may be concluded that rectangular 

band-pass filters with narrow band-width are more adequate than complex 

filters with  broad band-width for the present purpose . 

      A peculiar tilting motion which seems to be related to the occurrence 

of the earthquake on November 14 is seen only on the high-pass filtered 

 tiltgram of the N-3 component at Akibasan (  Pig. 28 ), probably because 

of the low noise level. This  peculiar change is connected to the occurrence 

of the  earthquake  at ,11h08m,and a question arises whether it is due to the true 

ground tilting or the shift of the  equilibrium position of the  tiltmeter  by  the. 

shock of the seismic waves as is often seen on the tiltgrams of this type of 

 instrument.  in order to ascertain this, we have shifted artificially the zero line 

of the tiltgram at the time of the earthquake  occurrence  ,  and filtered these modified 

records, the  results  of  which  are  shown  in  Fig. 33. As seen  in  the  figure, the 

peculiar change is not reduced by the steps of the record. since a 

similar tilting is also detectable on the  Ba' component corresponding to 

that of  Ba,it  may be inferred that this phenomenon is not due to the instrumental 

effect but to the true creep-like ground tilting at the time of the event. 

It is expected  from these results that although it is not  conoluded directly 

that this  tilting'  motion is  Undoubtedly  connected to the  crustal  defor -

mation at the occurrence of the  earthquake, high-pass filtering of the 

Ba component may be effective to detect this kind of tilting motions 

continuing over several hours, and the tiltgrams of  Aa and Ba at Akibasan 

before and after the occurrence of other earthquakes have been filtered 

by using the same high-pass filter. The  obtained examples are shown in 

Figs. 34 to 36. On the filtered  Ba. components of these examples there 

 can be observed some  peculiar  tilting motions at the occurrence of local 

earthquakes. In  common  with the previous result, the background noise 

of the Aa component  due  to  the  meteorological origins are too large to 
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disclose characteristic tilting motions of this component. Although it 

is not concluded immediately that these tilting motions are connected 

to the occurrence of local earthquakes, these results give an upper limit 

of the magnitude of the tilting motions so long as we consider such rapid 

changes of the tilting motions  lasting several hours. 

4. Summary 

     Two methods for  the  reduction of disturbances due to the oceanic 

tides and meteorological changes have been introduced in this chapter. 

In the former half we have tried to eliminate the disturbances by a 

tentative procedure from the tiltgrams at the two stations. On the  E-W 

and N-S components at Oura and  E-W component at Akibasan, peculiar tilting 

motions amounting to about 0.02" are observable before and after three 

local earthquakes occurred in November 14, 1960, although they cannot 

be immediately related to the  drustal deformation at the occurrence of 

these earthquakes. In the latter half some examples of digital 

filtering have been shown as an attempt to detect minute ground deformations 

hidden behind the disturbances, and it is concluded that the high-pass 

 and band-pass filters of simple shapes suitably designed may serve the 

present purpose and especially those of the narrow frequency band are 

more effective. Accordingly, as well as digital  filterings of the 

records, observations of the ground deformations by instruments with some 

appropriate frequency responses are also  thought to be effeotive and 

the observation systems should be improved  under this point of view. 

         Peculiar, tilting motions of the ground of the amount of about 

0.002" are seen on the high-pass filtered tiltgram of the N-S component 

at Akibasan in connection with the occurrence of some local  earthquakes. 

Although these phenomena cannot be directly related to the occurrence of 

the earthquakes, it is  suggested  from this that the crustal tiltings 

connected with the local earthquakes in this district may not exceed 0.002" 

, granted that these tilting motions exist and continue a few hours. 
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 Tai-es,  1 

 Lost  OS  i/hr  tru  "in  tnts at  OWL&  

 Instrument Type  Azimatil  Sellsztcvity  Mark  Recop-dixj speed 
 Thai",  et  ev-  Horizonte./  '  E  -w 0. 00 7„710111 AO /goorm/hoscr ; Mar.26 

  _ pendulum,N - S D. ootinfm  Bo  --  Aal.  /2,  /76o 
 ExteAsomieter  Be.n.iO4f  E  -IA/  ..2.1$10-701•1  Eeo  dolVm/AoOr  ;  Al. /2.  ,910  (Bow-strimg) N - S s0x thrf/ 4, 7n Eno                 _, .---  Sept.  4r,  /71/ 

 Baro-me  ter  Aneroid  O.  /8  obtsu"  750  I  7/wm  lhour  ;  Sept.  /r,  /  91/ 

                                                                                                                       - ThermometerBiote tat 0.01.c /4“,,-r-,1--Apr.S;  /918 

 Table  2. 

              List  0j.  Oistriprnents  at  A  kibaSan 

 il,  straw,  ent Type  Azimuth I  Sensitivity   Mark  I  Recording  speed. 
 Tilt/Neter  Horaor  ta  I  E-W T0- 00*7-1“ m A  a 1/9omm/hour ;J'y ly/.1- 

              pevidu.tit'', w-E  0.0017-mm Aa.'-Al.  /2,  /960  a  --  S o.oW/'Pm  Oa 1 
 5--0 .̂-lt7_!!linm . BA'i  Jownr/  flour  j  AI  .  /2,  /96o 

 Extenoneter  13e.niojj E  -W  3.1  x  /0-9/mm  1  Eea.   Sept. /4-,  /94/ 
                  (Bow-stn.-0p_N - S 2.3 A /6-9),77711E7ia   _Ipifm/hour ;  Sept. /..t,  /91/ 

Barone ter A77erot4  0.  /I  mblmonl  Pa  -  Apr.  2, /961- 
                                                                                                                                         ...„. TAermoometer"Bimetal o.o1°C/Inv) 1la 1 

----____ 

 Take  3. 

 Molthly  'members  oi-  the  days  3or  ‘4,11.:c..k,  the  data  are  lackill 

   Mon t-himstru men is 

 . 

 Aa Act  Pa,  at/  Ao  Bo 

 /96o 
    A(45 . o /0 0 ..,, ‘ 

   Sep. 0  / 0 0 0  2- 

 Oct.  2  V /  3  0 / 

 Nov 0 2. 0  0 0 / 

 Dec.  /0  //  /0  1/  Se  1,/ 
 /161 

 Jan. /  9  /  4.e  .1 

 Feb  .  o 7  /  6  7  -7 

 Mar.  v  /1‘ 0  i  /  8' 

    Apr.  c4  /0  4z  ,z  ‘ 

 1v16‘Y  0  r 0  ( 0 0 

 Jsne  ..f  .f-  .2  a..2  ,f 

    July  6  /6 2  !-1  .1-- 2 
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 Ta  b  le  4 

 A*plitudes and phases of 8 principal  tidal corisb:ta e,,ts 

,    

 E  -vv Tilt N-S  Tilt  Oteartic  tides Temperature  pressurePrecipitationLa/Isteta  ext.  (  Aa-)  (B0.)  (wT)  (   Y  )  C  Pa)  C  R  )  _  
I  Fool  0.  01662"  O.  0e4332-"  5r7.o7  cm  0.  otei-e2  °C  0.0_381  Irlo  0.0S  oteg  In",/hour  M  

z  itS  ( w)  _/90°28  2/.°33  Zo°.  68  /87.°07 2  /51.°03  289.'25/  3.!251  
      IF (gd)l.16.0..1'734 o.00 39S-/ 2/.86 0.192/ 0.4.1-6 o. o.z..ft2  S

2 0(W)  g ./3 207.84  2o7.ci2 2.P. S.2 .213. PS"268.3k  
                                            I F(w)0. 00 g_f_.23  0.00/86  3 9.  663o.022 fie 0. o0 /S4,o.ogg2g  Al

l 0on  /32 .54  32/.  Sy  3.2g.  39  So.  96  288.  /7 203. gl        
I  f  cw)  I o.00 2 /g6)o.0009J-72  4.(jog  o.o  gg9  80.'738 o.oliosz  1(

2  C7'(W)  /  70.  f.f-  328.36  309.  o8  /68.  Se3   flik   2(c7.37 

  ,,IF (to) I 0. oo 68ell 0.00J-76/  21./7 o. /egy 0.oto3  o.  o  to9  9  I%)   Ow  /3  6 .  (10  33K.  33  13..f.  /3  /.13. 73  ///.6  2  3.1-1-.  .1fe 
 /Rao  I  0.00  7/  9/  P.  0  03/12  /S.  ZS.  O.  02633  0.0  75e.s."-  I  0.A.t2/6  0

1  0(0)  3S .  1g  220.04  I./  9.  07   /92. 73  /k6.°6  
1  3g  7,3  3   i Fowl o.00 / 2 0 0.0007/SI 3.35`6  o.  /  ogo  o.  0  g  j-e1  o.  0  .3”7  6;)I  O(o") 3S-0.2.1-   /36.3 4

y. o3tz/so.4824.5-.10_12.S.3,7 aiseg9.o..S` 
  ___-t 

    IRai)/ci.00OW-o . oo 2 go 7 0.o  go/.  P1ct.cu).).2..P0.18'i(3.0se4/8.231 _a /1/:97.  leV  I  2  /7.74/  /2.1-.29 
 Remarks: The  phases  of each  constituent  are  roierreol  to  the  ori.li-n  t^Irne  of  the  cormeys(s) 

 namely  July  31,  'Poo'  ,  1960  (VT). 

 -F
a  6  t  e  5. 

 Amplitude  ratios and phase  differences  of the  ti  ttmetric  constituents 
       to the  oceanic  tidal/  height 

Constamen-c          i Amplitude ratio Phase  difference  Amplitude  ratio Phase  difference 
 (  FA.  /  Fwr  )  (()/14 -  Own)   (  rea   /  Fwr)  (  Po,  -  .5614./T  2 

 P12.  0.000  131-  V  i  .  1.`-'  0.000/98  0.  6.1- 

 .S.1  0.000  ..2.4  2  /3-Z..  71  P.  coo  /8  0  0.  Oc 

 Nz 0.000  36,1-  /6,i' /7  0.  coo /  93 - 2.  fro 

 KA  0.  000  .3(.38  /6/  ?7  a  000  220  /9.28 

 K,  o.0003/o  ,  // 27  o.  000  2  6  c  --  o.  go 

 0( 0.000 v..11/  "7.z7 0.o002l2  I.  9  ? 

 Q,  0.  000  3  7.2  /'9  647  0.0002/5i  -  /51.32 

   Pt  O.  000  2.2   /82  .  f,t  0.000  300  -..1-./9 
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 TaiPe  6. 

                        Vve(ighted -mean-etormpil,tulles  and phases 
 --   

    1'12 S1  01   Sr  

 Amplitude Phase Amplitude  ?hale Ampl,tude-PhaseAmplitude Phase 

   WI  47.1   C.'"  I  86.°2  22.3  ts1  208..1  / .5`.  8  -  /  7o..  1 - - 

    Tio. /2°-  0.82-c 22.6j0.26-'C,- 3.  2  o1 22.3.a2 

 Pa  0.  oO. 3'41'''13  o.//  8 '''b- 5  Sa ,frnb  _  o.  669'  ml' 28'4.8 70.3- 

 Aa  0.0t  02"  3  6"..C.8  O.  oo  .00"  46  a,  oo  76/  '  1  3f(6.1  O.  a  1  .�  -13-'  7.-.2 

 i'l,  0.0038  .3.f-2.3  O.00  723  930.0  0.00773  .306  ao  2oo.  S0.4 

    Ba.0.0093$/8‘..5-0.004-2?  2o7.3 a, oo06  /73./  - 

    aa  a.  o  0  41 /  9o.4  0.00  4-75`  222.1 0.  oo  27a  /78 / -  - 

    Ao  o.o  //  98  3.3.0 0.00Y II 32.4  L.).  oo4e8  /  332.6  _.  -

    Bo   0.0003  /Y-4.1  0.00909  /071 o  oo...S-  i±-i.  6  0.0083..t  .23Y.?  

 Table 7 

 Amplitude  0-4tioS  and  phase  di4freAces  oJ- / 9‘; to Aa  ,  and  B.:. to Ba 

 Am.pli.tuie  ratio  'Phase  difference  Amplitude  rati:o Phase  difference 

 (  ila  /  A  et  )  (Aa  -  Act  ) C  BcZ  /  B.  ) (  Ba  -  Bq  ) 

 hz  j  /.  0  i-  -  3.4"  0.934  2.  8 

 S2.  /.  /  3--  -351.6  I  /  1  1  /.3.6 

 oi  /.  0  /  ..i...?-  0.  ys  .s.  0 

                                            I 

 ,S  t32  2  -211-.8  i  /.  0  q-  '  -4  8.x 

 .)(  S ,  constituents  of Ba  and  Ba/  components  correspond  to  K., 
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 -F
able  S. 

 Percods  and  compPaucles  of  apparent  peaks  on  the  tat/nett-Cc 

 Spectra  at  Akibosan 

 Aa ( E-W  component)  4  Ba  C N-S  Component) 

 Period  Ampl,:t.ude  Period  AmpLtucle 
 (  day  )  (Second  of  arc)  i._  (di'',  y  )  (  Second  of  arc) 

 23.7  I  0.0  833 2'7.  F  ,o.  0  _2  .2  2 
 26.0  0.071-9  2.1-.3  o.o222 

 29-.f  a.a697  23.r  I  o.0222 

 /  9.9  a,  o  77  /é)  9  o.D.2‘3 

  /  8-S"  o.  o  7,1-0 /  . 7  D- 41.2,t1 

 /  7  7  O.074-2  16.7  a.  ol/  7 

 /6.7  o.07S--0  73.9 0.0 0  /,,,‘ 

 /3.2  v.o..“-C  73.2  o.  c.  /J-7 

 t  o.7  O.  op.4  t  o  7  mo  /42 

 91  o.o261  9 1  o.  00?? 

 7.8  o.o  /..S--3  z  .  7  0.00  70 

 6.7  c.).0/4-o  P.  .t  O.  .°0  ,-4- 

 4.4  0.00  81  q-.21-  0.0041 

                         .2. 3  0.0023 
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 Take  I. 

 Coefficients  oS  disturb  f-n5  factors to the  ground  tats  at  Alnbasan  ((hut  :  a  oa  1*  ) 

 _  

 _ 

 1 

 Aa  (  E  -W  component)  ga  (N-  -  S  component  )  1 

                

, x , 
            TemperaturerresSuk-e  Tyne  derivative  Temperature  Pressure  Tone  deri.vative 

 df  Pressure   of  pressure 
 (1°C )  ( /  4n  b)  (  14n  b/h0ur)  (  1°c,  )  (  I  -n,  b) (  i  m0/  hour)  

 /915o 
 A143.  -  SI  IS-  io.27  /,  ‘41-  I  o.  88  -81/8 -,o.F3/10 0  86  0./210.27  -  3,o2  ±  o,68 

      Sep.  ,  -3.09  ±  0.23 2.11 t  0.79  -4.7 1/4-  1  024o  lo..06  /  j  0./6  2o,20  -76730.40 

                                                                                                Oct.  -3,55  ±  0.26 1.3 1: 1.0 - - 4.8 ± / ± /..4-  o.o.1-Y  t  0.06.i  0.11  ±  .a.21  --/.  o2  1  0.47 

      Nov.  -4.141  0./  3  0.72±  O.4  -  1.271  0.7/ 0.20  I  0./8  /.29±o.68  -/3  ±  /.2 

      Dec.  -2.091  0.43  2.2 ± /3  I 0.7  ±/6  -0.271 020  -f.  18  ±  0.47 -42.31.-0.84 
 /96/ 

 Jan.  -4.2310.34  -o.7  ±  1.  o  I  -  6.44  /-  6  o.  ,i3L-  ± €226  /..0-1  071-  -  i.  6  -±.  /.4 

 Feb.  -  4.4o  I  0.43  -.f.1 i 7,..t.  7-3  1  2.4  0.2o ±  0./7  a  13  ±AS-.1-  -  it.74  t  0.98 

 Mat-.  -3.33  1  0.2.  3.2  1  /.  8  -  ?.2±  2.7  -0.1.31±  0072  0.44  ±0.30  -  2.  a  ±  0.60 

       Apr.  -3.001.0.21  3.09  ±.  o.?1,i-  -  08  ±  /.  6  -  o.3S.3  +  ao  71- 0.64 I 0.27 -2. f2.-±0.63 

 May  I -1.15to.29  08  -1.  /,o  -47  ±  2.0  -04-  ±  0./  I.  -0.32  ±  0.37  0.  81±  0.17 

       June  -4.91  t  0.46 3.2  .141  J...?-  1  3.!-  -/.36±  0.20  -0_28  ±  0.7S'  -  8.0  ±  /.g 

 July  I -f.os10.6/  1.7  ±   2.2  -  a/   14:2  -/.0-±  0./  /  -2.0710.34- a.  /3  -.1-  0.8.0  

 Act ( E-W   cob,  owelt  )  Ba/  (N-  S  component ) 

 Temperature  'Pressure  Tone  elelqvative  Temperature  'Pressure Titre  der,vatve 
                      of pressure,of  Pressure 

 (  Is'e)( 1'mb)  Ic , ?no/hour)  (  1'  a  ) C /"mb1  c  limb/hour)   
/  060 

                                                                                      ,,        Aug. - 7:13-± 0,2-8 /0.911.0.87t-3-,ar-±  2-2.  -  2.  /7  .±0./1-  0.46  ±4.9-7  --7,9±  /.  2 

 Sep. -  3,3930.4:S-  6.1  ±j.  f  /.3  -t  3.0  -.0,22  2  o./q-  2.06  ±  0.44  -/.  /9-±o.  gg 

      Oct.  -  3.6.  -  I  0.36  7.4±/14  /.4  -4.4  ±  2.6.  -0.8030.12   1.47  ±  0.42.   0.27  ±  0.  el 

 Nov.  -  1.02  -I-  o.4-7  `.  ‘  ±  /.  E  -1.3  1 3.2  j -o.4±to./4  2.3  7  ±  o.t4-  0.40  ±  O.  9.§ 

       Dec. 
 /96/ 

 Jaw.  0.3h-  o.  /92. / 0-I0.S4-  -0.4-310.96 

   Feb.  -o,087±0,083  479  1-  o.28  -4.97±  o.ko 

 Mar.  -0.7nt  o.o  84-  
i  1-72  1 0.27  -1.20±0.fS 

 Apr.  •  -o.4  0.4h  t  o.o61,  /.o  I ± 0.23  0.  31  ±1).  ‘..  ' 

 May  4.9S i0./7  7.101.0.61  3.1  ±  /.  9-  -1.41-1  ail.  I  /_/  0  t  0.9  /  0.0  3  2.0 

      June 

 July 
  -__  

 X•  The phase  of the.  temperature  advances one hour  compared  with that  04-  the 

 /ro  Lola(  tat-  al.  the  Aa  component. 
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 Table 10. 

 Coeffzel:ents disturbingactorsto the ground tilts atOura( UnLt: o. oo1' )    

 Ao  (  E  -W  Component)  Bo  (  N  -  S  component  ) 
                                                         - -   

 Temperature  Pre  ssure  Time  derivative  Tempera-by-el-Tres-sure  Time  derivative 
 of pressure  of  pressure 

                (1°C)Cf mb)(1mb/hour)  (  1 ) (nthmb/ hour) 

 

_ _ 

 /960 
 Aug,  -  0.03±  o.  /3  o.3"¢i0.38 0.96  3.9±1.4 -/9  H 

 Sep.  0.37±.0.1/  /.6/±.0.36  0.4?±0.21  0.z7  -6.1  ±  /.4 

           Oct.  0.  /6  ±  0./2  -.2./41042  -  0.26-10.81  -/.311,0./6  -/o.2830.60  ±  1.2- 

 Nov. -  0.-P2  .1  a  /2  -/.  ±  o  8o  a.  4-0  -  s.  /2  ±  0.70  -  4.o  1-  /.  3 

 Dec.  /.0  10.2,  /.96± 0.8/  -2.01  /. 
 /91/ 

 clan.  o.4I  ±o.  /9 0.// ±0§4- - /.§61 0.0 - //.0-±.  2.k -  o  ±4.4 

 Feb.  -0.24410.079  -0.62±0.2'7  ---0.891a.4-8 

 Mar  r.  0./S  f  0./7 o.48± 643  2.3  t  /. / 

          Apr  1.040±0.028 -2,24io.2?  3.32 f  0.6.6 

 May  -  o.22 -  2.4-1t0.28  -  o.3  11.7  -  2  t  .0./9  13.23-±  0.67  -3.2  ±  /..S" 

         June  /.46±  a  24  0.21-10.90  /1.412.1  -0./2±0.26  0.96  -  ±2.2 

   Juts;  0.2±-0o#  042  to,  d  2J210.32-  ±  0.22  -  /3.§ei  a.   73  -  1.8 

 Table 11. 
 Co6-iicLents  disturbin3  factors to the  yrouyd  tat at  A  kLbasan. 

        Disturbingfactor  Cr  rou  nd.  tilt 

   -  

 Aa  compole-rtt  (  N-  5  component  ) 

 Sea  level  at  the  Wakayama  Harbor;  tea)  -  0.0003  ( second  /cm) 0.  00020 

   Air  temperature  at the  Wakayama. 
 Meteorolo9icaL  Observatory  -  '(t) -0.  003  9  (  Second/°C) - 0.  0002? 

 Atmospheric pressure at  Akbasan. ;  (-t)  a  00 14  (Second  /mt  6)  0 .  o  Poo  17 

   Time  derivat  lye  of  the  pressure 
                                                                      \  at A Kibasan.;70.(t) -o. 0038 ( Secord/mb/ hour)j  -  0.0028 
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 able  I  2  . 

 around  ti  Its and  stratns by the  atmospheric  pressor(' 

 Stattson  .1.hstru  'rent  Tilt  and  strain per  one  rn-1)1 
 charge  of the  -pressure 

           ( E-W  component  tat)  - 

 Bo  (  N-S  component  tilt ) -  O.  0/.5' 
 Ouht, 

 Eeo (  E-‘4/  colmpone-rt.t.  s  tratn) -  6.6  A  10-9 

              Ewe  (Al-,S  Component  Strain)  j — 1.8  X 

A ki.basanAa component tilt) — 
 N-s compo-nentStrain )1? 

 Take 13. 

               Values  04ariol f3 at  Oura and  A  icbasan 

 Sfatian  Instrument  0 

 110 ( E-W  component  )  -o.0074  /4n  I, ,".00004014112/ hour I 

  011raBo  ( N-S component t Lt ) -  o.o/?  o.  000S3 
 Eeo  C  E-tv  co-mponent  strain)  /4nb  o.A„2  yfo  /4,1b/hui-

              E,)„,  (  N-s  conpo-nemt  Stran)-24 X /0-9 o.23  x/0-9 

 19,z  E-W  component  tat ) -  o.  00,5-0  "Nib  0,  000/.4'7,mb/hour  Akiba.can. 
   Bet.  C  N-5  component  tilt-)-  0.0011   .-o.0000.27  

 Table 14 
 Coe  -if  ie-nts  used  for the  reducUon,  of  clstur  baTiceS 

                       fj LAC  basam  Curet  

 DESturbil  factor  Aa  (  E-W  j  Ba  N-S  /10  (E  W  130(N-  $ 
 co-rkponent  ti   lt)component  tt  costfonett  ti Lt)  cd.rovent  ti 

 Oceanic  tides                                                 -0.0035 0,00020,"1 —0-0002,-' 0.0o0 
 ( Wakayama  Harbor  , ) (+20 )(42o(-1- go ) 

 1----  

 AL:r  temperature-0-00/4 0.000 20 I -o ,000§2  0.000 40 
 (Wakayama  Meteorologi:o01  Obs.:C)  (+40  

 Atioosphen:e  pressure                                                          avo 11 -o .o0 7.1--0.019   CAka,asax, -rk-t7) 

 Tone  de.r,:vattIve  of Pressure 
  (A16.17ctsan, 4h.b/ hoar )0.000/.�--0.000027  0.000040 0.00033 

 The  t.ie  tx  the  parer.  these  S  is the  phase  lay  (ons,clered  for  the  reolucti'_ox. 

 Posctive  Stan  meattS the  advanceiNent of a  distutIwnj  -factor. 
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  Fig. 2a.  Configuration of instruments at the Oura  station. 

Ao ;  E-W component  tiltmeter Po ; Barometer 

Bo ; N-S component  tiltmeter To ; Thermometer 

 'Leo; E-W component extensometer D ;  Declinometer 

Eno; N-S component extensometer 
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 Fig,  2b. Configuration of instruments at the Akibasan station, 

Aa ;  E-W component tiltmeter ( with damper) 

 Aa'; W-E component  tiltmeter 

 Ea ; N-S component tiltmeter ( with  damper) 

Ba'; S-N component tiltmeter 

 Bea,  E-W component  extensometer Pa ; Barometer 

 Ena; N-S component  extensometer Ta ; Thermometer 
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 Fig. 3. Secular changes of the ground tilts and strains at  Oura, 

Ao ; E-W component tilt Eeo ; E-W component strain 

Bo ; N-S component tilt Eno ; N-S component  s  train 

To ; room temperature 
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 Fig. 5. Secular  changes of the ground tilts and  strains at 

 Akibasan. 

Aa ; Aa'  , E-W component tilt Eea ; E-W component strain 

Ba  ;  Ba'  , N-S component tilt Ena ;  N-S component strain 

Ta ; room temperature 
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 Fig,  6. Yearly vectorial  diagrams of 

                the ground tilt at  Akibasan. 
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 Fig.  7. Monthly numbers of earthquakes occurred near Wakayama 

City reported on the Seismological Bulletins of the  JMA.  

1  1  ,  unfelt  1:•:•::,:.1  , felt  , small felt area 
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          Fig. 8, A schematic representation about ground 

         deformations and their observations . 
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 Fig. 13. Spectral amplitude A(w) and phase 0(w) of the E-W 

component tilt at Akibasan. The cross represents the corrected 

values for the oceanic tides, air  temperature, atmospheric pres-

sure and its time derivative. 
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  Fig.  14. Spectral amplitude and phase of the N-S component 

tilt at Akibasan. The cross represents the corrected values 

for the oceanic tides, air  temperature, atmospheric pressure 

and its time derivative. 
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      Fig. 18. Ratios of the corrected spectra of the ground tilts 

 to that of the intensity of precipitation. Solid and open circles 

 are the  results for the E-W and N-S component tilts respectively. 

Solid curves denote the amplitude and phase spectra of the impulse 

response hE(t) and  h,(t).  
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 Fig,  19. Response of the ground tilts at Akibasan by an 

    impulsive precipitation. 
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 Fig. 20. Corrected amplitude  and phase spectra of the E-W 

component tilt at Akibasan. 
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 Fig. 21. Corrected amplitude  and phase spectra of the N-S 

 component tilt at Akibasan. 
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  Fig. 22. Location of the Tokushima, Owase, Kyoto 

and Shionomisaki Meteorological Observatories for 

which the spatial pressure gradients were calculated 

( open circles), and epicenters of local earthquakes 

occurred on Nov.  14, 1960 ( solid circles  ). 

1. Epicenter of the earthquake at  07h47m,  Nov.14. 

2. Epicenter of the earthquake at  11h08m,  Nov.14. 

3. Epicenter of the earthquake at 13h31m,  Nov.14. 
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Fig. 28. Filtered records of the atmospheric pressure Pa and 

ground tilts by  0.200 c/h high-pass filter. 
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pass filter. 
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  Fig. 32. Comparison of the filtered result of the  E-W component 

tilt at Akibasan ( Aa ) with those of the air temperature (  Y9  dathed 

line ) and atmospheric pressure  Pa. The response of the used filter 
 * 

is 1  in the periodic  ranges from 1 to 11.5 hours and from 13.6 to 
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 Fig, 35, Examples of filtered  tiltgrams before and after the local 

earthquake at 20h32m on Dec.  141 1960. 
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